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VISION OF THE BOARD AND STAFF OF THE
TEXAS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED
All Texas students who are blind, visually impaired, or DeafBlind, including
those with additional disabilities, will have high quality educational opportunities
at the TSBVI campus and in their home district; empowering them
to lead productive and fulfilling lives.

MISSION OF THE TEXAS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED
We serve as a leading center of expertise and resources,
working in partnership with schools, families, communities, and organizations
to transform educational outcomes for students, ages birth to 22, who are blind,
visually impaired, or DeafBlind, including those with additional disabilities.

PHILOSOPHY OF THE TEXAS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED
We believe in the strength, competence, and potential for independence of students who
are blind, visually impaired, or DeafBlind, including those with additional disabilities. All
staff at TSBVI demonstrate commitment as a team to foster and celebrate these attributes
every day.
We believe that our important mission, established by the people of Texas through our
legislature, is to serve all students in the state through collaboration and partnership with
families and local educational teams. By doing so, TSBVI ensures that Texas as a whole
receives the greatest value for its investment in the promising future of these students.
We believe that the extraordinary expertise related to visual impairment and blindness
developed at TSBVI since its founding in 1856 continues to grow in its leadership for the
entire state. We are committed to using this expertise for innovations that will eliminate
barriers to learning through instruction in all areas of the Core and the Expanded Core
Curriculum.
We believe that the State of Texas has established a statewide educational system for
these students that is widely recognized as among the very best in the nation. TSBVI is
honored to play a key role in the achievement of this recognition.
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TEXAS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED
AGENCY STRATEGIC PLAN FOR FISCAL YEARS 2021 TO 2025
AGENCY OPERATIONAL GOAL AND ACTION PLAN
GOAL 1: Students who are visually impaired or DeafBlind will demonstrate the skills
and knowledge to lead vocationally, personally, and socially satisfying lives
as demonstrated by academic success and successful transition to the
community.
SPECIFIC ACTION ITEMS TO ACHIEVE GOAL
1. Students with visual impairments will have access to quality education based on appropriate
assessment, curriculum, and instruction.
a. Provide core curriculum requirements of all Texas students while integrating specific
instruction in areas of the Expanded Core Curriculum and unique needs of each student
identified within their individualized education plan (IEP).
b. Include certified teachers within the residential programs to support instruction in areas
specific to the Expanded Core Curriculum, particularly independent living and social skills.
c. Provide explicit instruction and opportunities to promote employment and engagement for
increased post-school outcomes through the Experiences in Transition program (EXIT).
d. Adhere to and expand upon state guidelines for unique populations; including English
Learners and those with Dyslexia.
e. Include a multidisciplinary team of professionals to support student mental health within our
comprehensive school counseling program.
f. Offer small-group and individualized direct instruction to the Expanded Core Curriculum for
students not enrolled within on-campus programs via in-person or online modalities through
short-term programs.
g. Summer program expansion to increase the number of students our campus can provide
instructional support to year-round.
2. Students with visual impairments will receive a quality education from qualified professionals and
staff.
a. All TSBVI teachers, teacher aides, and other professionals will meet state certification and
licensure requirements for their respective areas of assignment.
b. All TSBVI staff will receive extensive staff development offerings through a staff development
plan focused on promoting student success.
c. Current technology will be utilized on our campus with ongoing staff development
opportunities. An emphasis on accessibility ensures success for all and awareness of unique
student needs.
d. Seek and fund positions with specific expertise in addition to visual impairment; including
autism, diagnostics, evaluations, and nutrition.
3. Parents of students who are blind, visually impaired, and DeafBlind will have a thorough
understanding of their child’s visual impairment and instruction in specialized skills needed to
maximize learning.
a. Pre-enrollment visit opportunities vital to collaboration surrounding the placement of their
child at TSBVI will be provided.
b. Communication with families will include newsletters, on-campus events with travel and
lodging support, and home visits.
c. Parent engagement on campus-wide planning, health, and safety focused committees will be
ensured.
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4. Partnerships will be developed so that students with visual impairments have quality resources
available at the TSBVI campus and in their home district.
a. Responsibilities for student success shared between TSBVI and independent school districts
to build local district capacity for eventual student return.
b. Increase stakeholder engagement to ensure student opportunities outside of TSBVI and into
adulthood.
c. Increase community engagement to bolster our mission and increase our pool of volunteers.
5. TSBVI administrative and support staff will contribute to the accomplishment of the school’s
mission by providing high quality products and services.
a. Emphasize a culture of respect and integrity creating a safe work environment conducive to
employee retention.
b. Recruitment plans ensuring strong applicant pools for selection, hiring, and diversification of
staff.
c. Reconfigure and re-examine existing resources to support employee salary increases and
retention.
d. Increase classified staff salaries to a competitive rate within the local job market.
e. Implement new performance management system with SMART goals integrated to ensure
accountability and performance growth.
f. Leadership development to strengthen coaching models for employees and succession
planning for the future.
6. Students and staff will learn and work in a quality state-of-the-art campus.
a. Wide area network redesign, local area network redesign, and telecommunications systems
replacement to refresh outdated infrastructure and increase cybersecurity.
b. Campus-wide (including instructional) technology updated as needed to alleviate support
needs, increase security, and prepare students transitioning to employment by teaching
current skills.
c. Partner with the Texas Facilities Commission to assess, provide, and fund maintenance,
custodial, and campus improvement.
d. Update asset management system to identify efficiencies and redundancies.
e. Upgrade communication systems, security cameras, perimeter fence, gate access, and lock/
key management for needed security.

DESCRIPTION OF HOW GOAL OR ACTION ITEMS SUPPORT EACH STATEWIDE OBJECTIVE
1. Accountable to tax and fee payers of Texas.
Goal 1 addresses student learning outcomes. Our students demonstrate success daily, and we
have many ways we document those achievements for accountability purposes. Our cumulative
action items articulate how we’ll reach our goal, but our numerous reporting mechanisms to
students, parents, independent school districts, stakeholders, and Texans ensure we are making
good on our mission.
Each student’s progress on learning outcomes (performance indicators) is charted, recorded,
reported in the aggregate to the Texas Education Agency (TEA) annually. TSBVI surveys parents
and school districts annually about the school performance related to students enrolled in both
school-year, short term, and summer programs. Post-graduation follow-up surveys are conducted
annually for students who have graduated within the last five years, covering employment and
community integration. Federal laws governing special education require extensive accountability,
monitored by TEA.
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2. Efficient such that maximum results are produced with a minimum waste of taxpayer funds,
including through the elimination of redundant and non-core functions.
TSBVI is recognized for quickly improving the academic performance of a student upon enrollment
at our school. Students are assigned to one of six teams tailored to their unique learning needs and
receive instruction developed by certified teachers of students with visual impairment within the
school day and residential program. The goal of student enrollment is to provide instructional
support to blindness specific skills and instruction and return them to their home district and
community efficiently and effectively, prepared for future success.
The Short-term programs, which include 3-5 days during the school year and multiple weeks during
the summer, are an incredibly efficient way for school districts to send students for a quick boost in
skills that will empower them be successful in their local school. During the school year, these
students are transported on buses already being utilized by our on-campus programs.
The service delivery model is meant to ensure only those students in most need of intensive
support are enrolled at TSBVI. Local districts maintain constant involvement with educational
planning and program development, with the end goal always to return students home to their
communities when ready. Efficiencies are identified through collaboration with schools and
stakeholder groups.
3. Effective in successfully fulfilling core functions, measuring success in achieving performance
measures and implementing plans to continuously improve.
TSBVI’s success in fulfilling core functions can be measured by the success of its students, both in
Comprehensive Programs (school-year) and Short-Term Programs. In the 2018-2019 school year:
●
●
●
●
●

83% of Comprehensive Programs student achieved moderate to substantial progress on every
area of the Core and Expanded Core Curriculum in which they received programming. This
exceeded the accreditation standard set for the School by the Texas Education Agency.
93% of students attending Short-Term Programs demonstrated progress as measured by preand post-assessment.
Student progress in 100% of Comprehensive Program’s ten major instructional areas were
rated by at least 90% of parents, local school districts and students as satisfactory, very
satisfactory or outstanding.
99% of Short-Term Program parents, local school districts and students rated the students’
experiences as very satisfactory or outstanding.
95% of Summer Program parents and local school districts rated the students’ learning
experiences as very satisfactory or outstanding.

TSBVI actively participates in improving performance as it develops its Annual Improvement Plan
that includes long-range goals, measurable yearly objectives and action plans to accomplish its
goals. A report on achievement of annual objectives is provided to the TSBVI Board of Trustees
and to the Legislative Budget Board each year. This information is also provided in TSBVI’s Annual
Report that is sent to parents of enrolled students, local school district staff who refer students to
TSBVI, Education Service Center staff, and organizations of and for persons with visual
impairments.
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4. Providing excellent customer service.
TSBVI’s primary customers under Goal 1 are parents of the students enrolled at TSBVI and the
local school districts who refer them as well as the students themselves. TSBVI has been
measuring customer satisfaction for many years and provides this information for the 2018-2019
school year:
●
●
●
●
●

93% of customers rated the knowledge, professionalism, and courtesy of TSBVI staff as very
satisfactory or outstanding.
92% of customers rated TSBVI’s classroom safety, attractiveness and accessibility as very
satisfactory or outstanding.
88% of customers rated TSBVI’s residential facility safety, attractiveness and accessibility as
very satisfactory our outstanding.
94% of customers rated the quality of TSBVI student reports as very satisfactory or outstanding.
89% of customers rated TSBVI’s Internet Site as very satisfactory or outstanding.

5. Transparent such that agency actions can be understood by any Texan.
TSBVI has been recognized as one of the premier online resources for the education of students
with visual impairment through our website, www.tsbvi.edu. Within our home page, links to our
mission, programs, and how to access them are easy to locate. The TSBVI Board of Trustees
conducts all school business in an open and transparent way. Any parent or member of the
community can be connected directly with the Superintendent to discuss questions or concerns.

DESCRIPTION OF ANY OTHER CONSIDERATIONS RELEVANT TO GOAL OR ACTION ITEM
In 2019, 10,753 students were recorded with a documented visual impairment. Of those, 1,935 were on
a 504 education plan and 8,818 were receiving special education services. 8,090 students have
current orientation and mobility evaluations and 8,270 have received assistive technology. 784
students were identified as DeafBlind. 137 students within the VI Registry were counted in TSBVI
comprehensive programs. Of those, 126 students had visual impairment listed as their disability
condition and 44 indicated they were VI only, while the remaining 93 had one or more additional
disabilities.
In 2020, 11,125 students were recorded with a documented visual impairment and disaggregated data
has yet to be published. However, we know the population of students needing services from TSBVI
will continue to increase. We are a resource to every one of those 11,125 students, and although only
142 needed the highest level of services from our on-campus program, many more were served
through short-term programs. Due to the state-of-the-art facilities and resources, we should provide
on-site access to any that would benefit. Summer programs are an excellent way to expand our reach
and empower students to lead successful lives. With the resources at hand combined with additional
funding to provide greater stability for staff, we can build our capacity.
Goal 1 is funded mainly from general revenue. We have utilized one-time federal funds and
appropriated receipts to support our programs, but we rely almost entirely on general revenue. An
increase of funds will be necessary to maintain our current offerings, increase opportunities for the
students we serve, and to recruit and retain talent challenged with meeting the very unique needs
found on our campus. TSBVI does not anticipate any significant changes in services to its campusbased programs as a result of state or federal laws. Even amidst the pandemic, federal law remained
intact for students on individualized education plans (IEPs) without an offering of waivers.
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During the biennium, TSBVI plans to continue intensive services for students on-campus and plans to
maintain an average of three years before returning to home districts. This process involves constant
collaboration with school districts and families to support a successful transition home.
Although our school’s expertise is focused on visual impairment and the impact on education, our
students also have a variety of needs that are found in all children. We have recently increased our
focus on student mental health and trauma informed care. Our staff has received increased
professional development in this area and TSBVI has reached out to community partners with
expertise that can be a resource for us. An additional health concern raised at our Instructional
Planning Council meeting was the need for additional nutrition counseling for students and training for
direct care staff, including our health center team.
We’ve been unable to acquire a reliable pool of applicants for all departments, but most noticeably in
our lowest paying positions. These positions provide direct care to our students through the
educational, residential, and/ or weekends home programs and therefore need to be highly vetted,
responsible individuals. The skilled care they provide is acquired through extensive training and
development and therefore retention is necessary for consistency in student programming. Grateful for
the position focused pay increases acquired in the past, we must continue to seek ways to incentivize.
As this is a need across departments and positions, we must seek agency-wide solutions. From a
school perspective, we are competing with area districts that provided across the board increases for
all their staff, which we lacked the funding to match.
During the fall of 2019, we were met with multiple security incidents that could have put our students
and staff at risk. These activities resulted in widespread review of our security measures on campus,
and listing of deficits to our infrastructure. Our campus continues to need safety and security upgrades
in addition to the radio enhancements made with the safety and security grant awarded recently. In
addition to physical campus security, there is also a need for increased cybersecurity. As addressed
during the last legislative session, new policies are in place to protect information and state resources.
Due to outdated infrastructure of phone systems and our network, we need to remain diligent in
seeking resources to keep us updated and also protected.
Contract Manager Training Requirements: The Director of Procurement possesses both the Certified
Texas Contract Manager (CTCM) and Certified Texas Procurement Manager (CTPM) certifications.
These certifications were obtained through the Texas Comptroller’s Office in compliance with Texas
Govt. Code, Title 6 Public Officers and Employees, §656.052. Continued training is obtained externally
by attending DIR events, HUB events and completing Texas Comptroller courses (as budget allows)
and webinars.
The Purchaser possesses the Certified Texas Contract Developer (CTCTD) certification and is slated
for Certified Texas Contract Manager (CTCM) training and certification in FY 2021.
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TEXAS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED
AGENCY STRATEGIC PLAN FOR FISCAL YEARS 2021 TO 2025
AGENCY OPERATIONAL GOAL AND ACTION PLAN
GOAL 2: Families, professionals, and paraprofessionals will have the knowledge and
skills necessary to improve educational programming and other services for
all Texas students who are visually impaired or DeafBlind.
SPECIFIC ACTION ITEMS TO ACHIEVE GOAL
1. Students with visual impairments will receive a quality education from qualified professionals and
staff.
a. Increase professional development offerings online while continuing to offer in-person
trainings.
b. Provide increased webinars, podcasts, conferences, individualized professional support, and
written publications.
c. Identify consultation needs across the state and identify additional consultant positions
necessary to support.
d. Facilitate the Texas mentor programs for teachers of the visually impaired, orientation and
mobility specialists, and teachers of students who are DeafBlind.
e. Update curriculum materials utilized to instruct students in the Expanded Core Curriculum.
f. Facilitate grant funding to Texas Tech University and Stephen F. Austin University to ensure
properly trained educators for our students.
g. Increase child-find efforts for children ages birth-5 and provide training for early childhood
and pre-school providers.
2. Parents of students who are blind, visually impaired, and DeafBlind will have a thorough
understanding of their child’s visual impairment and instruction in specialized skills needed to
maximize learning.
a. Collaborate with TWC and HHSC to identify family needs across the state and develop
opportunities for family and student events outside of schools.
b. Attend, support, and facilitate Texas family organization events and provide services as
requested.
c. Provide short-term opportunities on our campus that engage families and students at the
same time.
d. Provide direct family in-home support through Family Engagement Specialists.
3. Partnerships will be developed so that students with visual impairments have quality resources
available at the TSBVI campus and in their home district.
a. Collaborate with the Texas Education Agency and Educational Service Centers to identify
statewide needs and work together to meet them.
b. Provide educational program consultations within independent school districts across Texas.
c. Facilitate the instructional resource center for products purchased on quota funds from the
American Printing House for the Blind available to students identified with visual impairment.
4. TSBVI administrative and support staff will contribute to the accomplishment of the school’s
mission by providing high quality products and services.
a. Seek marketing opportunities through social media and beyond to promote offerings
available from TSBVI.
b. Facilitate and manage the statewide census for students who are blind, visually impaired,
and DeafBlind.
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c. Develop a new website with software upgrades to assist Texans in locating and utilizing our
resources.

DESCRIPTION OF HOW GOAL OR ACTION ITEMS SUPPORT EACH STATEWIDE OBJECTIVE
1. Accountable to tax and fee payers of Texas.
TSBVI’s Goal 2 is meant to build local district capacity across the state. Goal 2 provides supports
to the educators and families of students who are blind, visually impaired, or DeafBlind in those
districts so students can be successfully educated and empowered in their home communities.
Each activity offered within this Goal gives an opportunity for public feedback. Goal 2 is also a
component of two separate statewide stakeholder committees, the Texas Action Committee for the
Education of Students with Visual Impairments and the Personnel Preparation Advisory Group.
Both provide opportunities for feedback and inputs from school district personnel, Educational
Service Center (ESC) personnel, blind and visually impaired consumers, and parents.
2. Efficient such that maximum results are produced with a minimum waste of taxpayer funds,
including through the elimination of redundant and non-core functions.
Goal 2 is highly efficient in that it improves the educational outcomes of every student who is blind
or visually impaired in the state by improving the services in each student’s home community. The
Goal supports educators, which in turn support current and future students. The partnership with the
two teacher training programs in Texas aims to ensure each school district needing a teacher of
students with visual impairment (TVI) or certified orientation and mobility specialist (COMS) has
one, and that they are supported by our mentor program as they begin their service. TSBVI’s
curricular materials produced under this goal are the bedrock of specialized evaluation and
instruction that TVIs perform in school districts statewide and the TSBVI website is the primary tool
to find job-related resources. Through Goal 2, principals and special education administrators
access the Administrator’s Toolbox that teaches them how to hire qualified personnel and how to
evaluate them once in service.
3. Effective in successfully fulfilling core functions, measuring success in achieving performance
measures and implementing plans to continuously improve.
TSBVI’s success in fulfilling its statewide outreach function can be measured by the improvement
of knowledge and skills of parents of children with visual impairments as well as the professionals
and paraprofessionals who serve them. In fiscal year 2019:
●
●
●

94% of Outreach customers rated as very satisfactory or outstanding improvement of their
knowledge and skills as a result of the services or products received from Outreach.
94% of Outreach customers rated as very satisfactory or outstanding the effectiveness of
school consultations or workshops.
100% of Outreach customers agreed there was a positive change for the student, local
school district staff, or family as a result of school consultations.

As mentioned above, TSBVI Outreach staff work to continuously improve statewide services
through participation in planning groups such as the Texas Action Committee for the Education of
Students with Visual Impairments and the Personnel Prep Advisory Group. As part of the School’s
Annual Improvement Plan, Outreach staff also develop long-range goals, measurable yearly
objectives and action plans to accomplish its mission.
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4. Providing excellent customer service.
TSBVI received over 1,200 surveys from Outreach customers in the 2019 fiscal year:
●
●
●

96% of customers rated the knowledge, professionalism, and courtesy of Outreach staff as
very satisfactory or outstanding.
95% of customers rated the quality of student consultation reports as very satisfactory or
outstanding.
92% of customers rated TSBVI’s Internet Site as very satisfactory or outstanding.

5. Transparent such that agency actions can be understood by any Texan.
All activities under Goal 2 are well articulated on TSBVI’s website. Any individual wanting
clarification of activities under this goal can speak directly to the Superintendent, to the Outreach
Director, or to the Curriculum Coordinator.

DESCRIPTION OF ANY OTHER CONSIDERATIONS RELEVANT TO GOAL OR ACTION ITEM
The 2019 visual impairment registry identified 10,753 students with some level of visual impairment,
which is higher than any other state in the country. In 2020, 11,125 students were identified, showing
an increase that we suspect to continue. Due to the number of students needing specialized
instructional support due to vision loss, we have accumulated the expertise and resources to be the
leading school and service center of our kind. Texas has remained the leader in the field of blindness
education for years due to the stakeholder engagement, support of Texans, and recognition of the
unique needs of our students. The action items listed to achieve this goal have the opportunity to
benefit all of the 11,125 students identified in Texas.
In 2019, we noted the under-identification of students in early childhood with visual impairment, which
demonstrates a need for increased training amongst early intervention providers, pre-schools, child
study teams, and diagnosticians. It also demonstrates a need for informational sharing at the pediatric
level, particularly for those in family practice, pediatricians, and pediatric ophthalmologists. With early
supports, we can dramatically reduce the need for robust services down the road and particularly into
adulthood. Activities within Goal 2 have the ability to change lives for children early and therefore
decrease need for the most intensive support later.
Every year, with increased identification of students, we see an increased need for professionals
providing services specific to children with visual impairment. We need more educators to replace
retiring professionals and to keep up with increased demand. Were it not for legislative funding coming
through TSBVI to support two teacher training programs (TTU, SFASU), the picture would be
drastically worse. As we continue to need more personnel, and if the gap continues to widen between
needed professionals and available professionals, additional funding for the teacher preparation
consortium may be sought. Areas of concern include flat federal grant funding for many years. The
cost of tuition in university programs continues to rise, but without increased funding, it only decreases
the amount of pre-service teachers current funding can support.
Historically, partnerships between TSBVI, TWC, and HHSC have been able to provide increased
programming and opportunities for families of students who are blind, visually impaired, or DeafBlind.
In recent years, stakeholders reported fewer collaborative opportunities for family engagement. Action
items supporting family engagement not only educate families, but empower them to expect more of
their children and improve post-school outcomes.
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As an entity responsible for all of the students identified with visual impairment in Texas, our online
presence is crucial to providing access to our resources and information about our services. Our
website was initially created over twenty years ago in 1997 and has had only software updates in 2004
and around 2010. Our website is so content rich that it’s difficult at best to search and many items still
posted are now out-of-date. We’ve hired staff to review content, and meet with departments about
future needs and design, but don’t yet have the funding to rebuild or redesign a new website.
Additional financial resources will be required to make it happen.
As a school whose expertise is focused on vision loss and the impact on learning and life, we find gaps
in our knowledge that are still necessary for student success. Many of our students have additional
disabilities and diagnoses and require not just the support we routinely offer, but the support of others
with knowledge about evaluation, Autism, and more. Those additional professionals must also
understand the impact of a visual impairment to appropriately evaluate and educate our students. This
is a statewide need that could potentially be addressed with additional diagnosticians or school
psychologists on our campus, additional publications with input from outside expertise, or new
Outreach providers that meet a specific demand like a background in Autism and visual impairment.
During the pandemic, activities within Goal 2 have accelerated as we’re able to provide many of them
through distance modalities. Offering daily live events for families and professionals has brought
unprecedented engagement to TSBVI. This is likely the closest we’ve come to reaching improving
educational outcomes for every student with visual impairment in our state, which is our ultimate goal.
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TEXAS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED
REDUNDANCIES AND IMPEDIMENTS

Service, Statute, Rule, or Regulation

Texas Education Code, Chapter 30, €30.024 (b) (1)

Describe why the Service, Statute, Rule or
Regulation is Resulting in Inefficient or
Ineffective Agency Operations

TSBVI is currently able to offer contract salaries based
only on Austin Independent School District (AISD)
salary scales and stipends.

Provide Agency Recommendation for
Modification or Elimination

To attract, retain and grow well qualified teachers and
other professional staff such as Licensed Specialist in
School Psychology (LSSP), the agency needs flexibility
in compensation to compete with local schools and
private sector that recruit from the same labor market
for these positions. For hard to fill positions like the
LSSP there is state and national competition.

Describe the Estimated Cost Savings or
Other Benefit Associated with
Recommended Change

No cost savings but will allow us to recruit and compete
better for professional contract staff in the Central
Texas area.

Service, Statute, Rule, or Regulation

Texas Education Code, Chapter 30, €30.023 (d)

Describe why the Service, Statute, Rule or
Regulation is Resulting in Inefficient or
Ineffective Agency Operations

Currently the superintendent annual salary may not
exceed 120 percent of the annual salary of the highest
paid instructional administrator at the school. This
limitation does not permit the TSBVI Board to solely
set the salary rate according to current market data.
Article IX, section 3.04(c)(6) of the General
Appropriations Act allows the TSBVI governing board
to request to the Legislative Budget Board and the
Governor’s Office to set the rate of compensation
provided for the agency's respective exempt position at
an amount not to exceed the "Maximum Salary" but
not less than the "Minimum Salary" for the appropriate
group as listed in Subsection (b)(2) of section 3.04.
The salary group for the superintendent is group 4 and
its maximum salary exceeds the limitation of 120
percent of the annual salary of the highest paid
instructional administrator at the school as set in Texas
Education Code.

Provide Agency Recommendation for
Modification or Elimination

Texas Education Code, Chapter 30, €30.023 (d) to
say, “The board shall annually establish the
superintendent's salary.”

Describe the Estimated Cost Savings or
Other Benefit Associated with
Recommended Change

No cost savings but will allow us to recruit and retain
by paying a market competitive salary.
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Service, Statute, Rule, or Regulation

Texas Education Code, Chapter 30, €30.024 (b)

Describe why the Service, Statute, Rule or
Regulation is Resulting in Inefficient or
Ineffective Agency Operations

It has been interpreted that contract employees are not
eligible for Emergency Leave due to a Death in the
Employee’s Family nor Jury Service.

Provide Agency Recommendation for
Modification or Elimination

Revise Texas Education Code, Chapter 30, €30.024
(b) to explicitly include this eligibility.

Describe the Estimated Cost Savings or
Other Benefit Associated with
Recommended Change

No cost savings but it will allow us to support our
employees when a death in the family occurs and
when they are doing their civic duty.

Service, Statute, Rule, or Regulation

GAA Special Provisions for the School for the Blind
and Visually Impaired

Describe why the Service, Statute, Rule or
Regulation is Resulting in Inefficient or
Ineffective Agency Operations

Currently TSBVI must have a vehicle mechanic on call
on the two travel days per week (primarily Friday
nights and Sundays) when our buses are transporting
staff and students across Texas to return them to their
home for the weekend and then again to return them to
the TSBVI campus for school the following week.
Should a bus have an engine light come on the
mechanic can remotely determine if the bus can
continue to be driven or if it can’t be driven deliver a
new bus to retrieve the stranded staff and students.

Provide Agency Recommendation for
Modification or Elimination

Modify GAA Special Provisions for the School for the
Blind and Visually Impaired to include the following
provision:
On-call Pay. It is expressly provided that the School for
the Blind and Visually Impaired, to the extent permitted
by law, may pay compensation for on-call time at the
following rates: credit for one hour worked per day oncall during the normal work week, and two hours
worked per day on-call during weekends and holidays;
this credit would be in addition to actual hours worked
during normal duty hours or while on-call. Nonexempt
employees who work a normal 40 hour work week, and
also work on-call duty, will receive FLSA overtime
rates for the on-call duty.

Describe the Estimated Cost Savings or
Other Benefit Associated with
Recommended Change

No cost savings but it will provide compensation for the
employees who must be available to address and
advise on mechanical issues with our buses when
actively traveling to return students two and from
campus.
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Service, Statute, Rule, or Regulation

Sec. 662.005 (a) and 662.010

Describe why the Service, Statute, Rule or
Regulation is Resulting in Inefficient or
Ineffective Agency Operations

TSBVI has employees that work according to a school
calendar. If these employees do not have enough paid
leave time available, even though they are not
scheduled to work due to the school calendar, they do
not earn the accrued state holiday.

Provide Agency Recommendation for
Modification or Elimination

Modify to make clear that an individual who is a state
employee at the Texas School for the Blind or Visually
Impaired on the last school day before or the first
school day after a national or state holiday, or on both
workdays, is entitled, except as provided by Section
662.010, to a paid day off from working for a state
agency on the holiday if:
(1) the holiday does not fall on a Saturday or
Sunday; and
(2) the General Appropriations Act does not prohibit
state agencies from observing the holiday

Describe the Estimated Cost Savings or
Other Benefit Associated with
Recommended Change

No cost savings but it will allow us to support our
employees to earn these holidays similar to how other
school districts handle.

Service, Statute, Rule, or Regulation

Teacher Incentive Allotment (TEC Sec. 48.112)

Describe why the Service, Statute, Rule or
Regulation is Resulting in Inefficient or
Ineffective Agency Operations

House Bill 3 (HB 3), passed by the 86th Texas
Legislature in June of 2019, established an optional
Teacher Incentive Allotment (TIA). The local school
districts that TSBVI competes with, to include Austin
Independent School District (AISD) which TSBVI
currently aligns our pay to under Texas Education
Code, Chapter 30, €30.024 (b) (1), have applied for
TIA. In order for TSBVI to compete with other school
districts for highly effective teachers we must also offer
TIA. These other school districts are funded with
foundation school funds but we are not funded for
programs like this to make our salaries competitive.

Provide Agency Recommendation for
Modification or Elimination

Modify to include TSBVI funding for stipends for
teachers designated as Recognized, Exemplary or
Master according to state averages as recommended
by TEA; fees for designating teachers; and fees for
certification and renewal of National Board Teacher
Certification as provided for other Texas schools
through the Foundation School Program.

Describe the Estimated Cost Savings or
Other Benefit Associated with
Recommended Change

The benefit of including TSBVI in funding for
participation in the TIA is alignment with the
legislature’s intent to identify and reward highly
effective teachers. Initial guidance from TEA to
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estimate the number of teachers who will pursue
National Board Teacher Certification and obtain a TIA
designation indicates that we should plan for 22
teachers initially. The cost of 22 teachers obtaining
National Board Certification is $1,900 each plus a $500
TIA designation fee for a total of $52,800 in FY22 and
FY23. The data capture year for determining teacher
eligibility for designations is in FY22. The estimated
cost of stipends for 22 designated teachers according
to state averages is estimated at $204,900 in the first
school year of payout eligibility in FY2024. We will be
able to estimate more accurately after the data capture
year.
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SCHEDULE A: BUDGET STRUCTURE
TSBVI GOALS, OBJECTIVES, STRATEGIES
AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES
GOAL 1:

Students who are visually impaired or DeafBlind will demonstrate the skills and
knowledge to lead vocationally, personally, and socially satisfying lives as
demonstrated by academic success and successful transition to the community.

OBJECTIVE:

Students will demonstrate increased knowledge and skills, increased
participation and independence, and ability to generalize and apply their
knowledge and skills in meaningful ways.

Outcome Measures:
* Percent of Comprehensive Program Students Achieving Moderate to Substantial
Progress on Every Area of the Core and Expanded Core Curriculum in Which They
Are Receiving Programming
* Percent of Students Attending Short-term Programs Demonstrating Progress as
Measured by Pre- and Post-Assessment
* Percent of Graduated Students from the Past Five Years Currently Employed,
Enrolled in Post-Secondary Education or Training, or Engaged in Productive
Activities
* Percent of Comprehensive Program Major Instructional Areas in which Students’
Progress was Rated as Satisfactory or Above by at Least 90% of LEAs, Parents and
Students
* Percent of Statewide Assessment Tests Passed
* Percent of Statewide Assessment Tests Passed that Meet or Exceed the Passing
Rate of Special Education Students in the State of Texas

STRATEGY: Provide a well-balanced curriculum which includes disability-specific skills and which
meets either State Board of Education requirements for regular education or
individualized education plan (IEP) goals. Provide instruction in academic/functional,
vocational, and orientation and mobility skills and promote the successful transition of
students to local schools, community placements, work or further education.
Output Measures:
*

Number of Students Enrolled in Day Programming During the Regular School
Year
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*

Number of Students Returned to Local School Districts

*

Percent of Students Enrolled Who Have Multiple Disabilities

Efficiency Measure:
*

Average Cost of Instructional Program per Student per Day

STRATEGY: Conduct residential programming that provides instruction in independent living
skills and social skills.
Output Measure:
*

Number of Students Enrolled in Residential Programming During the
Regular School Year

Efficiency Measure:
*

Average Cost of Residential Program per Student per Night

STRATEGY: Provide a variety of instructional and residential short-term programs during the
school year and summer designed to meet the educational needs of students with
visual impairments. Curriculum will be provided in various areas of the Expanded
Core Curriculum.
Output Measures:
* Number of Students Enrolled in School Year Short-term Programs
* Number of Students Enrolled in Short-Term Summer Programs
Efficiency Measure:
* Average Cost of Short-Term Programs per Student
STRATEGY: Provide related and support services during the regular school year and short-term
programs that support the instruction of students attending TSBVI.
Output Measures:
*

Number of Students Receiving Orientation and Mobility Services

Efficiency Measures:
*

Average Cost of Related and Support Services per Student
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GOAL 2:

Families, professionals, and paraprofessionals will have the knowledge and
skills necessary to improve educational programming and other services for all
Texas students who are visually impaired or DeafBlind.

OBJECTIVE: Texas students, professionals, families, individuals, local school districts, and
agencies will receive quality Outreach services or products from Texas School for
the Blind and Visually Impaired.
Outcome Measures:
* Percent of Families, Professionals, and Paraprofessionals Rating
as Very Satisfactory or Above the Improvement of their Knowledge
and Skills as a Result of the Services or Products Received from TSBVI
* Percent of Families, Professionals, and Paraprofessionals Rating as
Very Satisfactory or Above the Effectiveness of the School Consultation/Workshop
* Percent of Families, Professionals, and Paraprofessionals Agreeing
that there was a Positive Change for the Student, Staff or Family as
a Result of a School Consultation
STRATEGY: Provide technical assistance, resources and support to families of and programs
serving children with visual impairments or DeafBlindness through methods including
workshops, consultations, product development, and specialized material loan.
Output Measures:
*

Number of Education Regions Receiving School Consultations and/or Local and
Regional Workshops in their Regions or Attending Training Sponsored by TSBVI

*

Number of Districts/Special Education Cooperatives Receiving School
Consultations

*

Number of Conferences and Workshops Sponsored or Co-Sponsored by TSBVI,
or at Which TSBVI Personnel are Speakers

*

Number of School Consultations

*

Number of Participants in Conferences and Workshops Sponsored or CoSponsored by TSBVI, or at Which TSBVI Personnel are Speakers

Efficiency Measures:
*

Average Cost of Each School Consultation

* Average Cost of Workshop per Person
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STRATEGY: Support preparation of educational professionals in visual impairment. Provide a
unique statewide mentorship program for VI professionals and support university
programs to recruit and train new teachers of students with visual impairment (TVI)
and certified orientation and mobility specialists (COMS) to address a growing
teacher shortage.
Output Measures:
*

Number of New Students Enrolled in University Coursework for Professional
Education in Visual Impairment

*

Number of Newly Hired Teachers of Students with Visual Impairments (TVI) and
Certified Orientation and Mobility Specialists (COMS) Serving Students with Visual
Impairments in Local School Districts
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SCHEDULE B: PERFORMANCE MEASURE DEFINITIONS

OUTCOME MEASURES
Objective 1:1 – Student Success
Percent of Comprehensive Program Students Achieving Moderate to Substantial Progress
on Every Area of the Core and Expanded Core Curriculum
in Which They Are Receiving Programming
Definition: This measure indicates the percent of students achieving a score of 2.0 or higher in the Core
and Expanded Core Curriculum areas in which they are assessed.
Purpose/Importance: This measure reflects the School’s primary measure of student learning and also
serves as a basis for determining the accreditation status of the School. The standard for student
performance that underlies this measure was jointly developed by TEA and TSBVI in response to a
legislative requirement that such a measure be adopted by a joint memorandum of understanding.
Source/Collection of Data: Each student receives a pre-test in the curricular areas in which the student
is scheduled. The number of skills in which the student has competency and generalized use are
recorded on a computer database. At the end of the school year, the student is tested again to determine
the number of skills in which the student has attained competency and generalized use. The teachers
enter this data into a computer database and submit it to the Curriculum Department for compilation and
analysis. The final results are forwarded to the Texas Education Agency.
Method of Calculation: The improvement in skills for each student is calculated at the end of each
school year. Improvement is based on attainment of the following three criteria: a predetermined
increase in the number of skills at the competency level, a predetermined increase in the number of
generalized skills, and a predetermined prompt-level decrease, all of which were established in the
student’s previous Individual Education Plan (IEP). The number of students who achieved a score of 2.0
or higher in all areas in which they are assessed is calculated and measured against the total number of
students who were assessed.
Data Limitations: The evaluation data is curriculum-based and criterion-referenced. However, the
results will have some limitations based on the degree to which the evaluators demonstrate objectivity
and inter-rater reliability in conducting the assessments.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Higher than Target

Percent of Students Attending Short-term Programs Demonstrating Progress
as Measured by Pre- and Post-Assessment
Definition: All students are evaluated to determine the knowledge and skills that they have acquired in
the special program that they attended.
Purpose/Importance: This is the School’s primary measure of student learning in the special programs.
The results are shared with the students’ local school districts and parents.
Source/Collection of Data: Each student receives a pre-test in the skill areas for which the student has
registered. At the end of the program, the student is tested again to determine progress. The teachers
collect this data and submit it to the principal’s office for compilation and analysis.
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Method of Calculation: For each skill taught within an objective, the student is assessed on his/her
ability to demonstrate the skill with 1 point given for demonstration of the skill and ½ point given for
improvement in the skill. A percentage achievement of skills for each student is then obtained by tallying
the number of points earned and dividing the total by the total number of skills taught. “Progress” is
defined as achieving 70% of skills taught. On an annual basis, the total number of students (duplicated
count) who have acquired at least 70% of skills taught is divided by the total number of students
(duplicated count) who attended the program classes to determine whether or not the program’s
performance objective has been met. Progress reports are not issued for students attending weekend or
one-day only classes.
Data Limitations: The evaluation data are criterion-referenced. The results have some limitations based
upon the degree to which the evaluators exercise objectivity and inter-rater reliability in conducting the
assessments.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Higher than target

Percent of Graduated Students from the Past Five Years Currently Employed,
Enrolled in Post-Secondary Education or Training, or Engaged in Productive Activities
Definition: Percentage of students who graduated in their final year at TSBVI (includes students who
received their diplomas from TSBVI or their local school district) five years before, and up through, May of
the previous year who, during the past six months, had paid employment, were enrolled in post-secondary
education or training, were homemakers with at least one dependent, were engaged in unpaid work or
who currently participate on an ongoing basis in volunteer activities. Graduates who are no longer in the
labor force because of long-term physical or mental illness are not included in the calculation.
Purpose/Importance: This measure provides information about the employability of TSBVI graduates,
the rate at which they are enrolled in post-secondary education or training and the effectiveness of
TSBVI’s career education programs.
Source/Collection of Data: Telephone calls are made by the Superintendent’s office staff or designee
each summer to the last known location of TSBVI graduates, including to their own homes, to their
parents’ homes and to adult living centers. Respondents are asked to state the history of the graduate
since leaving the School. Data are reported in the annual report following the fourth quarter.
Method of Calculation: The total number of graduates that graduated from TSBVI five years before, and
up through May of the previous year who, during the last six months had paid employment, were enrolled
in post-secondary education or training, were homemakers with at least one dependent, were engaged in
unpaid work or currently participate on an ongoing basis in volunteer activities is measured against the
total number of respondents to the surveys. Graduates who are not in the labor force because of longterm physical or mental illness are not included.
Data Limitations: Employment of graduates and enrollment into post-secondary education or training
are contingent upon many factors, many of which are beyond the control of TSBVI. A graduate’s
motivation to work or to receive further education or training, as well as an employer’s willingness to hire
an individual who has a visual impairment have a strong impact on the results of this measure.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No
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Desired Performance: Higher than target

Percent of Comprehensive Programs Major Instructional Areas in which Students’ Progress
was Rated as Satisfactory or Above by at Least 90% of LEAs, Parents, and Students
Definition: Student progress is measured based on the perceptions of all the stakeholders interested in
the learning acquired by students at TSBVI during the regular school year.
Purpose/Importance: Student learning is the primary mission of the School. This measure helps the
School to determine whether its regular school year program is considered to be effective.
Source/Collection of Data: Those surveyed include local districts, students who were enrolled since the
start of the school year and parents of those students. Student participants are those middle school and
high school students who have the cognitive ability to understand the questions in the survey. Surveys
are mailed out by, and returned to, the Superintendent's office in the spring of the school year and consist
of a rating instrument on which the local district, parent, and student indicate their degree of satisfaction
with the student's progress in 10 identified skill areas. The rating scale consists of 5 scores:
1 = outstanding, 2 = very satisfactory, 3 = satisfactory, 4 = unsatisfactory, 5 = very unsatisfactory.
Results for each current year are reported in the annual report following the fourth quarter.
Method of Calculation: An average percentage of satisfaction is obtained by tallying the number of
respondents who rated progress in each instructional area as a 3 or lower versus the total number of
respondents to obtain one average score for each of the 10 instructional areas. The final reported result
is calculated by dividing the number of instructional areas in which at least 90% of customers rated
progress as a 3 or lower versus the total number of instructional areas.
Data Limitations: The entire survey is somewhat subjective. Student progress can be impacted by a
number of factors beyond the School’s control including each student’s motivation to learn.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Higher than target

Percent of Statewide Assessment Tests Passed
Definition: This measure indicates the percent of statewide assessment tests taken in which students
meet the State passing standard set by the Texas Education Agency.
Purpose/Importance: This measure reflects educational standards required by ESSA and reflects the
School’s commitment to providing all students with education based on the TEKS objectives.
Source/Collection of Data: Each student required to participate based on TEA guidelines in a statewide
assessment test will be assessed yearly in all required subject areas according to the calendar provided
by the Texas Education Agency. Results are received in the format of individual Confidential Student
Reports and District Reports.
Method of Calculation: The passing rate will be determined by scores available at the end of each
school year. According to the protocols for determining Annual Yearly Progress (AYP) for public schools,
results of retesting for students who previously failed within the STAAR grades 3-8 assessment system
will not be included in the aggregate passing rate. In the event that a student must retake a STAAR EOC
(End-of-Course) exam that has not previously been passed, that test result will be calculated. Aggregate
passing rate will be determined by calculating the total number of tests administered (numerator) that met
passing standards divided by the total number of tests administered (denominator).
Data Limitations: As the majority of students at TSBVI take these standardized tests in a non-standard
format (Braille or large print), the data is limited by the quality of the materials provided and the
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knowledge that non-standard formats may make the test more difficult than it would be for a student using
regular print. Because field tests are not provided in Braille, students using Braille were not included in
the process of setting standards for passing rates. Also, unlike other public schools, TSBVI students are
referred to the School because they are failing in their local programs. They are returned to their local
programs after increasing skills in areas for which they were referred. The average stay for these
students is slightly over 3 school years and there is a high turnover of students. Because of these unique
factors, scores on statewide assessment tests at TSBVI may not be comparable to scores in public
schools.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Higher than Target

Percent of Statewide Assessment Tests Passed that Meet or Exceed
the Passing Rate of Special Education Students in the State of Texas
Definition: This measure indicates the percent of statewide assessment tests taken in which students
meet or exceed the passing rate of special education students in the State of Texas.
Purpose/Importance: This measure reflects educational standards required by ESSA (Every Student
Succeeds Act) and reflects the School’s commitment to providing all students with education based on the
TEKS objectives.
Source/Collection of Data: Each student required to participate based on TEA guidelines in a statewide
assessment test will be assessed yearly in all required subject areas according to the calendar provided
by the Texas Education Agency. Results are received in the format of individual Confidential Student
Reports and District Reports.
Method of Calculation: The passing rate will be determined by scores available at the end of each
school year. According to the protocols for determining Annual Yearly Progress (AYP) for public schools,
results of retesting for students who previously failed within the STAAR grades 3-8 assessment system
will not be included in the aggregate passing rate. In the event that a student must retake a STAAR EOC
(End-of-Course) exam that has not previously been passed, that test result will be calculated. Aggregate
passing rate will be determined by calculating the total percentage of tests administered that met passing
standards (numerator) divided by the total percentage of tests administered that meet the passing
standard by special education students in Texas (denominator). This measure does not include STAARALT2 tests but does include STAAR 3-8 grades and STAAR-EOC tests. TEA does not compile overall
special education STAAR-ALT2 tests to determine passing rates.
Data Limitations: As the majority of students at TSBVI take these standardized tests in a non-standard
format (Braille or large print), the data is limited by the quality of the materials provided and the knowledge
that non-standard formats may make the test more difficult than it would be for a student using regular
print. Because field tests are not provided in Braille, students using Braille were not included in the
process of setting standards for passing rates. Also, unlike other public schools, TSBVI students are
referred to the School because they are failing in their local programs. They are returned to their local
programs after increasing skills in areas for which they were referred. The average stay for these
students is slightly over 3 school years and there is a high turnover of students. Because of these unique
factors, scores on statewide assessment tests at TSBVI may not be comparable to scores in public
schools.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No
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Desired Performance: Higher than Target

Objective 2.1 – Statewide Resource Center
Percent of Families, Professionals, and Paraprofessionals Rating as Very Satisfactory or Above
the Improvement of their Knowledge and Skills as a Result
of the Services or Products Received from TSBVI
Short Definition: Parents and professionals throughout Texas who have received services and products
from the School’s Outreach Technical Assistance Program are surveyed to measure their satisfaction with
these services and products.
Purpose/Importance: This is a key question to indicate whether the TSBVI training and materials
provided new or valuable information in a format useful to participants.
Source/Collection of Data: Surveys are distributed following each workshop and along with written
reports mailed out following each school consultation. Surveys are mailed annually for the “TX
SenseAbilities Newsletter”, and for customers of the Technology Loan Program and Instructional
Materials Center. The surveys include a rating instrument on which Outreach technical assistance
customers indicate their degree of satisfaction according to the following rating scale: 1 = outstanding,
2 = very satisfactory, 3 = satisfactory, 4 = unsatisfactory, 5 = very unsatisfactory. Data are compiled
manually and reported in the Annual Performance Report following the fourth quarter.
Method of Calculation: The total number of Outreach technical assistance customers rating how well
Outreach technical assistance products or services improved their knowledge and skills as a 2 or lower is
measured against the total number of respondents to the survey question.
Data Limitations: Success is based on the perceptions of those who have received the products and
services. A degree of subjectivity is inherent but the measure offers reliable information on program
results and customer satisfaction.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Higher than target

Percent of Families, Professionals, and Paraprofessionals Rating as Very Satisfactory or Above
the Effectiveness of the School Consultation/Workshop
Short Definition: Parents, professionals, or paraprofessionals attending Outreach technical assistance
workshops or receiving school consultations rate the effectiveness of the services.
Purpose/Importance: This measure of customer satisfaction provides information about whether
Outreach technical assistance staff effectively address the specific needs of parents, professionals and
paraprofessionals receiving consultation or training.
Source/Collection of Data: Outreach technical assistance customers are provided with written surveys
following each workshop and school consultation on which to rate their satisfaction according to a fivepoint rating scale: 1 = outstanding, 2 = very satisfactory, 3 = satisfactory, 4 = unsatisfactory, 5 = very
unsatisfactory. Data are manually compiled and reported in the Annual Performance Report following the
fourth quarter.
Method of Calculation: The total number of Outreach technical assistance customers rating the
effectiveness of the school consultation or workshop as a 2 or lower is measured against the total number
of respondents to the survey question.
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Data Limitations: Success is based on the perceptions of those who have received the services. A
degree of subjectivity is inherent but the measure offers reliable information on program results and
customer satisfaction.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Higher than target

Percent of Families, Professionals, and Paraprofessionals Agreeing that There was a Positive
Change for the Student, Staff or Family as a Result of the School Consultation
Short Definition: Percentage of Outreach technical assistance customers agreeing that the student,
staff or family experienced a positive change as a result of a school consultation.
Purpose/Importance: The measure addresses the question as to whether the services of Outreach
actually make a positive difference. This is an important measure of program effectiveness.
Source/Collection of Data: Outreach technical assistance customers are provided with written surveys
following each school consultation on which to rate their satisfaction according to a two-point scale: Yes
or No. Data are manually compiled and reported in the Annual Performance Report following the fourth
quarter.
Method of Calculation: The total number of Outreach technical assistance customers agreeing that the
school consultation resulted in a positive change as compared to the total number of responses.
Data Limitations: Success is based on the perceptions of those who have received the services. A
degree of subjectivity is inherent but the measure offers reliable information on program results and
customer satisfaction.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No
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Desired Performance: Higher than target

OUTPUT AND EFFICIENCY MEASURES
Output Measures – Strategy 1.1.1
Number of Students Enrolled in Day Programming During the Regular School Year
Short Definition: The total number of individual students enrolled at TSBVI who received classroom
instruction during the regular school year (September-May) including students on evaluation status.
Purpose/Importance: Enrollment is the basis for planning and decisions related to staffing levels and
funding needs. The data is also used to determine the School’s allocation of federal IDEA funds and the
local schools’ contribution of funds to TSBVI.
Source/Collection of Data: The School’s Admissions Office enters enrollment information into a
database as students enter the School and as their enrollment status changes. A database report is
compared with student enrollment lists provided by each program to determine the number of students
enrolled each quarter.
Method of Calculation: Each individual student who has attended classes during any time each quarter
is counted.
Data Limitations: None
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Meet target

Number of Students Returned to Local School Districts
Short Definition: The total number of students returning to their local school districts based on
collaboration and planning by Admission, Review and Dismissal (ARD) Committee members prior to the
students’ return.
Purpose/Importance: This measure reflects the number of students transitioned to local school districts
through the ARD process, as having met goals designed to enable the students to successfully participate
and integrate in their local schools’ and communities’ programs. Data are obtained through the agency's
automated student database system.
Source/Collection of Data: The School’s Admissions Office enters enrollment information into a
database as students enter the School and as their enrollment status changes. A list of students coded
as returned to their districts is compiled and compared against individual student withdrawal forms that
are submitted by Assistant Principals. A final list of students is prepared of those whose return to their
local school districts was based on ARD Committee members’ collaboration and planning prior to the
students’ return.
Method of Calculation: The total number of individual students whose return to their local school
districts was based on ARD Committee members’ collaboration and planning prior to the students’ return
is reported.
Data Limitations: None
Calculation Type: Cumulative

New Measure: No
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Desired Performance: Higher than target

Percent of Students Enrolled Who Have Multiple Disabilities
Short Definition: The total percent of students with multiple disabilities who received classroom
instruction during the regular school year.
Purpose/Importance: The percent of enrolled students with multiple disabilities is a critical factor in
planning programs, allocating staff and fiscal resources, and modifying facilities.
Source/Collection of Data: Disability status is determined at each student’s annual ARD (admission,
review, and dismissal) meeting and maintained in a student database in the Registrar’s Office. The
measure also includes students labeled as "DeafBlind". A report from the database is generated each
quarter.
Method of Calculation: Counted are the total percent of individual students who are identified as having
a disability in addition to a visual impairment.
Data Limitations: None
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Meet target

Efficiency Measure – Strategy 1.1.1
Average Cost of Instructional Program per Student per Day
Short Definition: Daily cost per student attending the instructional component of the regular school year
program, not including short-term program students.
Purpose/Importance: Useful for long-range planning.
Source/Collection of Data: Applicable portions of the School’s expenditure report and student
enrollment database.
Method of Calculation: Divide applicable expenses by total enrollment by the number of teacher
contract days.
Data Limitations: The total population of the School varies from year to year in terms of number and
degree of disability. Therefore, the average cost per student will fluctuate depending on the actual
number of students referred by local districts, and the special needs of students related to their
combinations of disabilities.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Lower than target

Output Measures – Strategy 1.1.2
Number of Students Enrolled in Residential Programming During the Regular School Year
Short Definition: The total number of individual students enrolled at TSBVI who received residential
programming during the regular school year (September-May) including students on evaluation status.
Purpose/Importance: Enrollment is the basis for planning and decisions related to staffing levels and
funding needs.
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Source/Collection of Data: The School’s Admissions Office enters enrollment information into a
database as students enter the School and as their enrollment status changes.
Method of Calculation: Each individual student who was enrolled in residential programming during any
time of each quarter is counted.
Data Limitations: None
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Meet target

Efficiency Measure – Strategy 1.1.2
Average Cost of Residential Program per Student per Night
Short Definition: Daily cost per student enrolled in the residential program during the regular school
year, not including short-term programs.
Purpose/Importance: Useful for long-range planning.
Source/Collection of Data: Applicable portions of the School’s expenditure report and student
enrollment database.
Method of Calculation: Divide applicable expenses by total enrollment by the number of days each
month.
Data Limitations: The total population of the School varies from year to year in terms of number and
degree of disability. Therefore, the average cost per student will fluctuate depending on the actual
number of students referred by local districts, and the special needs of students related to their
combinations of disabilities.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Lower than target

Output Measures – Strategy 1.1.3
Number of Students Enrolled in School Year Short-term Programs
Short Definition: The total number of individual students enrolled in instructional short-term programs
offered during the regular school year. Included are students enrolled in campus as well as in distance
learning classes.
Purpose/Importance: Enrollment is the basis for planning and decisions related to staffing levels and
funding needs.
Source/Collection of Data: The School’s Registrar enters enrollment information into a database. A
report is generated each quarter to determine the number of students enrolled each quarter.
Method of Calculation: This is a cumulative, duplicated count of individual students who are enrolled in
instructional programming in any short-term program during each quarter.
Data Limitations: None
Calculation Type: Cumulative

New Measure: No
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Desired Performance: Meet target

Number of Students Enrolled in Short-Term Summer Programs
Short Definition: The total number of individual students receiving instruction during the summer
programs.
Purpose/Importance: Enrollment is the basis for planning and decisions related to staffing levels and
funding needs.
Source/Collection of Data: The School’s Registrar enters enrollment information into a database. A
report is generated in the fourth quarter to determine the number of students enrolled.
Method of Calculation: The number of students (duplicated count) attending each summer program is
added to attain this information.
Data Limitations: None
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Meet target

Efficiency Measure – Strategy 1.1.3
Average Cost of Short-Term Programs per Student
Short Definition: Average total cost per student of all short-term programs offered during the regular
school year and summer.
Purpose/Importance: Useful for planning, and for the allocation of budget, personnel and facilities.
Source/Collection of Data: Applicable sections of the School’s expenditure report and student
enrollment database.
Method of Calculation: Divide applicable expenses by total enrollment of students in short-term and
summer programs.
Data Limitations: The average cost per student will fluctuate depending on the actual number of
students participating in all short-term programs (regular school year and summer), and the special needs
of students related to their combinations of disabilities.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Lower than target

Output Measures – Strategy 1.1.4
Number of Students Receiving Orientation and Mobility Services
Short Definition: This measure reflects the total number of students receiving orientation and mobility
services as documented in each student’s Individualized Education Plan (IEP).
Purpose/Importance: Useful for planning, for determining staffing needs, for ensuring that visually
impaired students acquire independent travel skills, and for documenting compliance with the statutory
requirements related to special education.
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Source/Collection of Data: Students’ schedules, providers’ schedules, and students’ IEPs are the
sources for this information.
Method of Calculation: The caseloads of each orientation and mobility specialist are added.
Data Limitations: None
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Higher than target

Efficiency Measure – Strategy 1.1.4
Average Cost of Related and Support Services per Student
Short Definition: This measure calculates the per student cost of related and support services for all
programs conducted on the School’s campus. Related and support services include orientation and
mobility, social work services, occupational and physical therapy services, psychological services,
counseling, educational diagnostician services, speech and audiological services, library services,
curriculum services, staff development, health services, food services, recreation services, and
transportation service.
Purpose/Importance: The measure provides the School with cost data for services required by federal
and state laws and rules related to special education, and for services required because of the residential
component of the School’s programs.
Source/Collection of Data: Applicable sections of the School’s expenditure report and student
enrollment database.
Method of Calculation: This measure is calculated by dividing the total cost of the related and support
services strategy (Strategy 1.1.4) by the total number of students enrolled in the regular school year and
in all short-term programs.
Data Limitations: The total population of the School varies from year to year in terms of number and
degree of disability. Therefore, the average cost per student will fluctuate depending on the actual
number of students referred by local districts, student participation in all short-term programs, and the
special needs of students related to their combinations of disabilities.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No
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Desired Performance: Lower than target

Output Measures – Strategy 2.1.1
Number of Education Regions Receiving School Consultations and/or Local and Regional
Workshops in their Regions or Attending Training Sponsored by TSBVI
Short Definition: The measure reflects how many of the twenty Education Service Center regions
throughout the State received school consultations or local and regional workshops from Outreach
technical assistance staff, or participants from their regions who attended training (both in person and
online) sponsored by Outreach technical assistance staff concerning services for children with visual
impairments and DeafBlindness. Consultation consists of suggestions for instructional methodologies,
materials and equipment, staffing needs, educational placement, transition planning, related services, or
information on relevant resources.
Purpose/Importance: Measures the degree to which TSBVI Outreach Technical Assistance Services
are provided to all regions of the State.
Source/Collection of Data: Outreach technical assistance staff submit monthly reports that are entered
into a spreadsheet that records Outreach technical assistance services provided throughout the State and
specifically listing the regional education service centers in to whom were provided and the regions
represented at training sessions.
Method of Calculation: The total number of regions receiving services each quarter.
Data Limitations: Outreach technical assistance services are provided to regional education service
centers or their constituents only upon request.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Meet target

Number of Districts/Special Education Cooperatives Receiving School Consultations
Short Definition: The number of independent school districts, special education cooperatives, families,
and local service providers receiving school consultations coordinated by TSBVI Outreach Technical
Assistance Programs. Consultation consists of suggestions for instructional methodologies, materials and
equipment, staffing needs, educational placement, transition planning, related services, or information on
relevant resources.
Purpose/Importance: The measure indicates the impact of Outreach technical assistance school
consultations in terms of quantity and geographical dispersion.
Source/Collection of Data: Outreach technical assistance staff submit monthly reports that are entered
into a spreadsheet listing the content and location of the services provided.
Method of Calculation: Tally the total number of individual local school districts or special education
cooperatives receiving school consultations.
Data Limitations: Outreach technical assistance services are provided to districts and special education
cooperatives only upon request.
Calculation Type: Cumulative

New Measure: No
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Desired Performance: Higher than target

Number of Conferences and Workshops Sponsored or Co-Sponsored by TSBVI
or at Which TSBVI Personnel Are Speakers
Short Definition: The number of conferences and workshops (both in person and online) sponsored or
co-sponsored by TSBVI, or at which TSBVI personnel are speakers.
Purpose/Importance: The measure indicates the degree to which the School’s services meet its
statewide mission and demonstrate professional leadership in the field.
Source/Collection of Data: Outreach technical assistance staff submit monthly reports that are entered
into a spreadsheet listing services provided throughout the State and nation.
Method of Calculation: Tally the total number of conferences provided.
Data Limitations: None
Calculation Type: Cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Higher than target

Number of School Consultations
Short Definition: The number of individual school consultations to local school programs, families and
local service providers regarding services for students with visual impairments and DeafBlindness.
Consultation consists of suggestions for instructional methodologies, materials and equipment, staffing
needs, educational placement, transition planning, related services, or information on relevant resources.
Purpose/Importance: The measure is important for two reasons: (1) it provides information regarding
demand for the School’s services, and (2) it provides historical data for planning and budgeting costs
related to travel and staffing needs.
Source/Collection of Data: Outreach technical assistance staff submit monthly reports that are entered
into a spreadsheet listing services provided throughout the State including specific districts and programs
served.
Method of Calculation: Tally the number of individual school consultations.
Data Limitations: Outreach technical assistance services are provided to local programs only upon
request.
Calculation Type: Cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Higher than target

Number of Participants in Conferences and Workshops Sponsored or Co-Sponsored by TSBVI
or at Which TSBVI Personnel are Speakers
Short Definition: The overall number of participants attending conferences and workshops (both in
person and online) sponsored or co-sponsored by TSBVI, or those at which TSBVI staff are speakers.
Purpose/Importance: The measure indicates the degree to which the School’s services meet its
statewide mission and demonstrates professional leadership in the field.
Source/Collection of Data: Outreach technical assistance staff submit monthly reports that are entered
into a spreadsheet listing the number of participants attending conferences and workshops sponsored or
co-sponsored by TSBVI, or at which TSBVI personnel are speakers.
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Method of Calculation: Tally the total number of participants attending conferences and workshops
sponsored or co-sponsored by TSBVI, or at which TSBVI personnel are speakers.
Data Limitations: None
Calculation Type: Cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Higher than target

Efficiency Measures – Strategy 2.1.1
Average Cost of Each School Consultation
Short Definition: This measure calculates the average cost to conduct consultation regarding specific
students attending local programs.
Purpose/Importance: This measure tracks expenditures for school consultations. It is important for the
School to collect data on costs that are subject to the limit on travel expenditures required by the
legislature for state agencies.
Source/Collection of Data: Outreach technical assistance staff provide reports of travel expenses that
are maintained in a computer-based spreadsheet.
Method of Calculation: The sum of costs for all travel for school consultation is divided by the number of
consultations provided. The calculation includes only school consultations that result in a travel expense.
Data Limitations: There are several independent variables in calculating this efficiency measure:
duration of each trip, distance traveled, and commercial airfares.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Lower than target

Average Cost of Workshop per Person
Short Definition: Average per participant cost for workshops sponsored by TSBVI Outreach.
Purpose/Importance: This measure tracks expenditures for workshops sponsored by TSBVI. The data
is important for budget planning.
Source/Collection of Data: Outreach staff manually track workshop expenses that are submitted for
payment from funds appropriated to TSBVI.
Method of Calculation: The cost of each workshop production is divided by the number of participants
at each conference to obtain an average cost for each conference. Each average cost is added and then
divided by the number of workshops. The total cost of each workshop’s expenses, including speaker
fees, travel expenses for speakers and/or Outreach staff, audio/visual media, facility rental, copying costs,
interpreter fees, and travel assistance for participants, when applicable.
Data Limitations: There are several independent variables in calculating this efficiency measure:
number of participants, duration of each workshop, distance traveled, commercial airfares, cost for
presenters, and the costs paid by other co-sponsors.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No
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Desired Performance: Lower than target

Output Measures – Strategy 2.1.2
Number of New Students Enrolled in University Coursework
for Professional Education in Visual Impairment
Short Definition: Number of new participants enrolling each year in university coursework to become
teachers of students with visual impairments (TVI) or certified orientation and mobility specialists (COMS).
Purpose/Importance: This measure addresses the critical need for qualified staff to provide specialized
educational services to students with visual impairments.
Source/Collection of Data: Texas Tech University and Stephen F. Austin Universities provide
enrollment data annually to the TSBVI Outreach Program in a spreadsheet.
Method of Calculation: Tally the number of new enrollees in the programs.
Data Limitations: None
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative

New Measure: No

Desired Performance: Higher than Target

Number of Newly Hired Teachers of Students with Visual Impairment (TVI)
and Certified Orientation and Mobility Specialists (COMS)
Serving Students with Visual Impairments in Local School Districts
Short Definition: Measures the success of university preparation programs in increasing the supply of
trained VI professionals for local districts.
Purpose/Importance: This strategy is designed to increase the number of qualified professionals
available to provide specialized services to students with visual impairments and DeafBlindness. There is
a growing shortage of personnel with these skills making it difficult for local districts to meet individualized
educational programming requirements (IEPs).
Source/Collection of Data: Texas Tech University and Stephen F. Austin Universities provide
information on numbers of teachers of visual impairments (TVI) receiving probationary certificates and
newly hired certified orientation and mobility specialists (COMS). Data is provided to the TSBVI Outreach
Program in a spreadsheet. Given the difference between the school year calendar and the fiscal year,
employment data will be supplied for the previous school year.
Method of Calculation: Tally the number of probationary teachers of students with visual impairment
(TVI) certificates and newly hired certified orientation and mobility specialists (COMS).
Data Limitations: Information comes from the universities who may not have complete information about
where their graduates are hired.
Calculation Type: Non-cumulative
Target

New Measure: No
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Desired Performance: Higher than

SCHEDULE C
HISTORICALLY UNDERUTILIZED BUSINESS PLAN
MISSION STATEMENT
Texas School for the Blind and Visually (TSBVI) Procurement will encourage participation by
Historically Underutilized Business (HUBs) for all TSBVI contracting and purchasing activities. TSBVI
will continue to make a good faith effort to utilize HUBs through three key elements:
1) management support,
2) focus on HUB vendor participation on solicitations and purchase of commodities and
3) continued vendor recruitment when applicable.
Goal:
TSBVI will continue to refine and implement procedures to maximize participation and utilization of
HUBs in association with purchasing and contracting activities conducted by TSBVI. The School’s
strategy will be to utilize the State of Texas Centralized Master Bid List (CMBL) for contacting HUBs
on potential bid opportunities as per state purchasing rules and award purchases to HUBs when
feasible on purchases under the bidding criteria set forth by state purchasing rules. TSBVI will obtain
these goals by:
1) making a good faith effort to include HUBs in at least 5 percent (5%) of the total value of
purchasing and contracting activities awarded in FY2020 and FY2021.
2) ensuring at least two HUBs were always given the opportunity to receive bid solicitations; and
3) on purchases under $5,000, and to the extent possible, HUBs will be given the first opportunity to
provide goods and services.
Although TSBVI strives to balance the spirit and intent of the HUB program by leveraging the School’s
available funding when possible along with its efforts, unique educational needs for commodities
related to sensory items and visually adaptive equipment may limit award to contracts and purchases
to those entities that participate in the HUB program. Basic consumables and other products will be
purchased, as available and cost efficient for the agency, from available participating HUB vendors.
It is also important to note that the Texas Facilities Commission contractually administers all major
construction activities that occur on the TSBVI campus as they handle the School’s core facilities
maintenance functions.
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SCHEDULE D: AGENCY WORKFORCE PLAN

Functions
Texas School for the Blind and Visually Impaired (TSBVI) has an array of programs that serve the almost
11,000 students identified blind, visually impaired and DeafBlind throughout Texas. Our goal is to transform
educational outcomes for students, ages birth to 22. In some cases, we serve as a special public school for
students ages 6 through 22 on the TSBVI campus. We also provide support in the form of online courses,
consultations, publications, and in-person and virtual trainings throughout Texas, addressing the needs of
students that may never set foot in Austin. Family education and engagement is at the heart of what we do.
Our employees are our greatest strength. We are blessed with direct care staff that are dedicated to
improving the education and lives of students.
TSBVI has a strong reputation for our educational and outreach programs focused on students who are blind,
visually impaired and DeafBlind. Schools, educators and parents across the state and even the world access
our training, our curriculum and request to visit our campus.

Anticipated Changes over the Next Five Years
While it is expected that the primary functions of TSBVI will largely remain the same over the next five years,
the complexity of the needs of students and educators across the state has grown and regulations continue to
evolve and expand. For example, in the 2019-2020 school year, the required services to be provided for
school safety and mental health greatly expanded. To reflect these changes, TSBVI revised our vision, mission
and philosophy statements in 2020 to better align to our current focus.
Vision
All Texas students who are blind, visually impaired, or DeafBlind, including those with additional disabilities,
will have high quality educational opportunities at the TSBVI campus and in their home district; empowering
them to lead productive and fulfilling lives.
Mission
We serve as a leading center of expertise and resources, working in partnership with schools, families,
communities, and organizations to transform educational outcomes for students, ages birth to 22, who are
blind, visually impaired, or DeafBlind, including those with additional disabilities.
Philosophy
We believe in the strength, competence, and potential for independence of students who are blind, visually
impaired, or DeafBlind, including those with additional disabilities. All staff at TSBVI demonstrate commitment
as a team to foster and celebrate these attributes every day.
We believe that our important mission, established by the people of Texas through our legislature, is to serve
all students in the state through collaboration and partnership with families and local educational teams. By
doing so, TSBVI ensures that Texas as a whole receives the greatest value for its investment in the promising
future of these students.
We believe that the extraordinary expertise related to visual impairment and blindness developed at TSBVI
since its founding in 1856 continues to grow in its leadership for the entire state. We are committed to using
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this expertise for innovations that will eliminate barriers to learning through instruction in all areas of the
Core and the Expanded Core Curriculum.
We believe that the State of Texas has established a statewide educational system for these students that is
widely recognized as among the very best in the nation. TSBVI is honored to play a key role in the
achievement of this recognition.

Additional Considerations
Lack of competitive salaries
Alignment to AISD for contract staff
TSBVI teacher and professional contract salaries are tied to Austin Independent School District (AISD) in state
statute. AISD’s pay rates have not kept pace with other local districts resulting in a negative impact on TSBVI’s
competitiveness. The vast majority of students served on site at TSBVI have special education needs, so our
teachers and professional contract staff must possess a more complex skill set than a normal school district.
In addition to the normal subject and grade level certifications required by TEA, TSBVI teachers must be
certified in both special education and visual impairment due to the wonderfully unique population we serve.
This pay gap is particularly heightened with hard-to-fill positions (e.g. Licensed Specialist in School Psychology)
where TSBVI is unable to compete with other school districts. This can result in overburdening our existing
staff to ensure that TSBVI provides needed services for our students and meets our obligations under state
and federal Special Education regulations. Salaries that are below the market value compromise our ability to
attract and retain critical qualified staff. As a result, we struggle to compete with the private sector and other
states for qualified staff resulting in shortages in critical positions such as Licensed Specialist in School
Psychology, Educational Diagnosticians, and Teachers.

Non-contract staff
TSBVI has significant issues competing with other school districts and the private sector when recruiting and
retaining staff. In Central Texas, there is strong competition for workers and the private sector total
compensation (pay and benefits) reflects that.
When you take our starting wages and apply the mandatory retirement contribution, this moves us in to a
non-competitive position. This is particularly true for entry level positions, where the applicant is focused on
paying their monthly bills versus having a longer term view of planning for retirement. We are particularly
impacted in our hiring of Residential Specialists and Teacher Aides.
For the 2019-2020 school year, the central Texas school districts provided significant raises to their staff
following the passing of HB 3. AISD, for example, provided all their non-contract staff an across the board
increase of 6%. TSBVI was not able to give an across the board increase so this has put the school very behind
in the market. Additionally, while there is more uncertainty that normal, Texas Association of School Boards is
hearing feedback from districts planning for no increase up to a 4% increase in the 2020-2021 school year.
Should any further amount be applied this would put TSBVI even further behind.
Registered Nurse (RN) is a key position where we are not able to compete with the private sector. Due to the
medical complexity of our students, to include the amount of medications given, TSBVI targets hiring
experienced pediatric nurses. For example, texaswages.com shows a median salary for a RN as $70,260,
however the midpoint of a Nurse II, the position used for the staff level RNs at TSBVI, is $63,616.
TSBVI must be funded in such a way to be able to respond to the market minimally on an annual basis. The
school districts, and in many cases the private sector, that we compete with are making those changes.
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Cost of Living
According to the Austin Board of Realtors (ABoR) the median home price has increased from $193,520 in 2010
to $318,000 in 2019. In addition, ABoR noted, Austin’s GDP, grew 117% over the last 20 years. This kind of
exponential growth makes it very difficult for staff to afford to live in the Austin-Round Rock MSA. As a result,
we can’t compete for qualified candidates and lose employees when they realize what it will cost to live here
as compared to the pay the agency can offer.

Current Workforce Profile
TSBVI is a 24/7 facility. For FY2020, our staff is comprised of 464 budgeted positions (297 full-time and 167
part-time employees). These numbers do not include substitute employees, who work on an on-call as
needed basis. Of those budgeted positions 331 are classified and one, the Superintendent, is line item
exempt. The remaining 133 employees are teachers, principals, counselors, and other educational positions
that, by statute (Texas Education Code 30.024(b) (1)), are paid in accordance with AISD pay scales for
comparable positions. Because the majority of our employees do not work continuously through the summer
and other school breaks, our FTE count varies depending on the quarter. Our average FTE count for FY 2019
was 376.5.
Among the classified positions, the single largest staff group (133 positions) consists of residential instructors
(classified as resident specialists). As a residential school where students stay with us overnight and some on
weekends, these staff are key to providing care, instruction, recreation and supervision of students in their
non-school hours. Other classified positions range from nurses to maintenance mechanics, from accountants
to technology specialists. The campus-based workforce is a small community with nearly every occupational
field represented.
TSBVI has focused on increasing the diversity of our staff to include hiring of employees who are blind or
visually impaired. Their personal experiences can connect to our students on a whole other level of
understanding.

Demographics: Gender, Ethnicity, Age, and Tenure
The workforce data presented includes excludes substitutes.

TSBVI Employees by Gender

TSBVI Employees by Gender

28.47%
71.53%

Female

Male

TSBVI has a higher percentage of female employees which aligns to the field of education but is different from
other state agencies. The breakdown of employees by gender has stayed fairly constant.
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TSBVI Employees by Ethnicity

TSBVI Employees by Ethnicity
1.18%

1.18%

11.06%

16.00%
0.24%

69.65%

0.71%

American Indian/Alaska Native

Asian

Black

Hispanic

Native Hawaiin/Other Pacific Islander

Two or More

White

While overall TSBVI has a high percentage of white employees, we have focused on increasing diversity in all
positions but specifically in our teaching staff to more align to our student population.

TSBVI Employees by Age

TSBVI Employees by Age
70-79

1.18%
16.71%

60-69

24.94%

Age

50-59

21.88%

40-49

23.06%

30-39
12.24%

19-29
0.00%

5.00%

10.00%

15.00%

20.00%

25.00%

30.00%

Approximately 64% of our staff are over the age of 40 which makes succession planning key.
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TSBVI Employees by Length of Service

Length of Service at TSBVI
0-2

16.94%

2-5

21.18%

5-10

17.18%

10-15

13.65%

15-20

10.12%

20-25

7.29%

25-30

3.76%

30-35

6.59%

35+

3.29%

0.00%

5.00%

10.00%

15.00%

20.00%

25.00%

Around 31% of our employees have 15+ years of service at TSBVI, including more than 13% having over 25
years. Many of these employees have additional state service separate from their time at TSBVI.

Overall Turnover Rate

Turnover Rate
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%

FY2015

FY2016

FY2017

FY2018

FY2019

Total

16.2%

12.0%

11.4%

10.0%

19.9%

Voluntary

14.7%

9.5%

8.9%

7.3%

15.9%

Total

Voluntary

The Texas State Auditor’s Office reports TSBVI’s turnover rate as 19.9% overall and 15.9% voluntary. This data
includes substitute employee turnover. TSBVI has seen a marked increase in turnover from FY2018 to FY2019
that is largely attributed to the Residential Specialist position. We have had significant difficulty retaining
(and recruiting) these entry level employees who are critical to our student care in Comprehensive Residential
Programs including Weekends Home.

Critical Workforce Skills
TSBVI’s teachers and other educational professionals are at the core of what we do. Additionally, direct care
paraprofessionals extend the capabilities of teachers during the school day and provide care, supervision,
recreation, and instruction to students during non-school hours. The remainder of our employees work in
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support of those that work directly with students. This final group of employees offer a wide variety of
administrative, technical, and other skills paramount to our school/agency’s success. Based on our
wonderfully unique school/agency, the following skills and credentials are critical to the performance of our
mission:


A human service orientation with a strong desire to work with or in support of children and students with
disabilities from birth to age 22.



Proficiency in working with students who are visually impaired, blind or DeafBlind as well as may have
multiple disabilities, including autism and orthopedic impairments.



Proficiency using and instructing students in the use of specialized technologies for the visually impaired one of the most critical options (and ever changing) available today for providing access to the world of
information for blind learners.



Proficiency in instructing students in career education and other subjects related to transition to adult life.



Specialty certifications dependent on position:


Certification as a teacher of visually impaired students and special education.



Paraprofessional certification and qualified under No Child Left Behind Act.



Certification or licensure in the professional areas that comprise special education related services
required for our students: Orientation & Mobility (O&M) Specialist, Licensed Specialist in School
Psychology (LSSP), Educational Diagnostician.



Other professional licensure to support our students: Speech-Language Pathologist, Physical
Therapist, Occupational Therapist, Librarian, Social Worker, and Nurse.



Educational administration certification



Knowledge of statewide services, regional programs and local school districts and how to collaborate with
them.



Proficiency in training and consulting skills.



Proficiency in leadership and management skills.



Proficiency in database management, technology, and skilled trade areas that support all School
functions.



Proficiency in business and administrative support areas that support all School/Agency functions.



Skill in working collaboratively as a team member.

Future Workforce Profile
Expected Workforce Changes
Comprehensive Programs (regular school year) has seen regulatory changes in the services to be provided to
students which has resulted in hiring additional targeted positions to meet those new requirements (e.g.,
Counselor, Dyslexia Specialist). We expect these types of regulatory changes to continue. At times the
changes are immediate and at other times they are for the next school year.
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Short-Term Programs (STP), the area that provides TSBVI Summer School, saw a decrease in summer school
students during Summer 2019. This was largely driven due to lack of Residential Specialist staff available to
support students. We had plans in Summer 2020 to increase enrollment and were on track to do so and then
COVID-19 hit. We will instead offer a virtual summer school. We expect the numbers and weeks offered to
increase for Summer 2021.
Many of our staff are only 9.75 months per year. Increasing the number of staff that are 12 months would
provide consistent staffing support for summer school as well as provide additional work time for professional
and program development when students are not present.
We have seen an increase in the amount of training staff are required to participate in due to regulatory
changes (e.g., Trauma-informed Care, Seizure Recognition, and Bleeding Control). This has resulted in
turnover becoming even more costly. When we hire an individual and they complete the required training
only to leave TSBVI for a higher paying job, that training time (and the expense of them completing) is lost.
TSBVI has an ever expanding reliance on technology, both to execute the School's core mission and to assist in
all support activities, resulting in the School needing to have employees proficient in the use of technology as
well as highly skilled technical staff to support it.

Student Enrollment
Comprehensive Programs (Regular School Year)
178

180
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165

165

164

160
153

155

156

150
145
140
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2016-17

2017-18
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2018-19

Student Enrollment
Short-Term Programs
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Some students attend multiple Short-Term Program sessions so both totals are reflected.
 Duplicated students refer to total students in all sessions.
 Unduplicated students account for the number of unique students attending any session.
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In Summer 2019 student enrollment was down due to staffing issues in the Residential Specialist position.

Future Workforce Skills Needed
Many things about the TSBVI workforce will stay consistent however our staff’s skills must continue to evolve
to respond to the complexity of our students and their mental health needs, new regulatory requirements
such as more of our teaching staff requiring English as a Second Language (ESL).
TSBVI will continue to have a steady demand for certified VI and O&M teachers, but will also need teachers
who are certified in VI along with auditory impairment, ESL and subject specific (e.g., math, science, and
geography).
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We will continue to need certified or licensed professionals in the related services areas, but with particular
emphasis on counseling and assessment personnel to respond to the need for more intensive services related
to student behavioral disorders and emotional needs. Related to this need, our staff providing direct services
to students, whether professional or paraprofessional, must expand their skills managing students' behavior
and emotional needs.

Anticipated Changes in the Number of Employees Needed
It is difficult to forecast future enrollment, because we cannot ordinarily predict how many or which students
will be referred to TSBVI, and we cannot know the extent of their needs until they have been assessed. A
referral from a local district to TSBVI can take place at any time, and it is a complex, highly regulated review
process. Our goal is to have the student remain in the home district with their family and friends when
possible. Students come to TSBVI, when their local school district is not able to fully support their educational
needs. We strive to support the education of the almost 11,000 students in Texas whether it is through
attendance at our school or through additional support to their school district. Nevertheless, we do not
expect a decline in enrollment or demand for other services.

Workforce Gap Analysis
Anticipated Surplus or Shortage of Employees
We anticipate shortages of employees in the following areas:






Teaching and related services to include LSSP and Educational Diagnostician
Residential program (Residential Specialist)
Weekends Home program (Residential Specialist, Vehicle Driver)
Internal Auditor
Substitute employees

Anticipated Surplus or Shortage of Skills
We anticipate shortages of skills in the following areas:



We will continue to have an insufficient supply of VI teachers and related service professionals due to
retirement and other attrition.
As technology continues to become more integral to most jobs, increasing technical competence (and
comfort with technology advancements) is key. In addition, in some jobs, the required competence
level increases with technology related to visual impairment.

Strategies for Workforce Transition
Succession Planning
One of our focus areas is ensuring we consider succession planning and that processes are documented by
our management team. We have potential for retirement in some key roles and want to ensure the valuable
institutional knowledge is not lost and ensure the smoothest possible transition to successors.
For many years, TSBVI has benefited from a staff committed to working with our students. Many of these
staff started in our Residential Program and went on to further their education to move into a teaching and
management role. This career progression gives the opportunity for a rewarding professional career.
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Direct Instruction and Service
Visual Impairment (VI) Teachers
Action steps to ensure adequate supply of VI teachers:





Continue to administer the VI teacher preparation project established by legislative rider. This
includes continuing to financially support the Texas universities (Texas Tech and Stephen F. Austin)
that offer VI teacher preparation in return for their assurance of a minimum number of graduates per
year, providing mentors for teachers in training, and providing workshops for new teachers to
minimize attrition.
Work to assure the continued funding of the VI teacher preparation project by documenting the
outcomes of the program and communicating them to the funding sources.
Grown our own VI teachers from within TSBVI:
o Identify and encourage degreed paraprofessionals (e.g., teaching assistants) who could
complete alternative teacher certification in Special Education through the Region XIII
Education Service Center program. After completion of this program, employ them (if
vacancies occur) as first year classroom teachers to fulfill their internship.
o Hire promising teacher candidates who already have Special Education or other related
certification.
o Require all teachers hired under both circumstances to obtain VI certification over a
designated period of time. Provide tuition reimbursement for those who complete
coursework toward VI certification.

Related Service Professionals and Teachers with Additional Certification
Action step to ensure adequate supply of related services professionals (e.g., Educational Diagnosticians,
Speech/Language Pathologists) and specially certified teachers (e.g. English as a Second Language, Science)
 Continue to identify “high need” credentials based on actual and expected attrition.
 As funding permits, utilize the existing procedure that provides for teachers to receive tuition
reimbursement for completing coursework toward credentials designated by the School's
management as "high need."
 Actively solicit interest among current VI teaching staff in these opportunities.
 Actively recruit and train interns.
Outreach Specialists
The majority of outreach specialists are highly experienced VI teachers or professionals in the field of
DeafBlindness. Most of our current employees have progressed to this position following a successful career
as a provider of direct instruction. Based on that they are nearer retirement age than the average employee.
It is estimated that a significant number of staff in this group will be eligible to retire within the next five
years, whether they choose to do so or not. The classroom teacher staff at TSBVI provides a natural “training
ground” for future outreach specialists; however, many teachers would not be interested in this role due to
the extensive travel and longer work year. Generally, vacancies in this area require a national or at least
statewide search. Fortunately, the very nature of the outreach specialist job involves extensive networking in
the fields of visual impairment and DeafBlindness, both on a state and national basis. Our Outreach program
is well known and respected so there is an increased change to recruit candidates from a wide pool and many
are usually well known to us.
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Management
Educational administration
Several employees in this area have already retired and returned to work. It is expected that succession will
be accomplished through filling from within or conducting a national search for outside candidates. Our
practice of developing lead teachers helps ensure our future supply of educational leaders.
Management of Support Functions
The non-programmatic management positions are currently staffed with competent, experienced
professionals. Although these are critical and highly skilled positions, they – unlike the educational
administrator positions – do not require educational certification, and they have counterparts in other state
agencies or the private sector. Should one of these position come vacant, we will follow our normal
recruitment approach.

Recruitment and Retention
Residential Instructors
The Human Resources Director will partner with the soon to be promoted Residential Director to identify
opportunities to improve our recruitment and retention of Residential Instructors (classification Residential
Specialist) for both Comprehensive Residential and Weekend Home Programs.

General Recruitment
TSBVI has had great difficulty getting a sufficient number of applications. Some of this is due to the time it
takes to initially register for a WorkInTexas account as opposed to the private sector. TSBVI went live with
using the new WorkInTexas product in August 2019 and has seen a marked decrease in submitted
applications. The decrease was so dramatic that went back to accepting the fillable State of Texas Application
(SOTA). Over 50% of our applications are the fillable SOTA. We have seen an increase in application rate but
it is still creating an insufficient applicant pool.
TSBVI is developing a recruitment plan which includes a focus on increasing our presence in various forms of
media which has been used on a very limited basis previously related to recruitment.
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TEXAS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED
REPORT OF CUSTOMER SERVICE
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 TSBVI MISSION
We serve as a leading center of expertise and resources, working in partnership with schools,
families, communities and organizations to transform educational outcomes for students, ages
birth to 22, who are blind, visually impaired, or DeafBlind, including those with additional
disabilities.

 INTRODUCTION
Texas School for the Blind and Visually Impaired (TSBVI) was established by the State
Legislature in 1856 and currently resides on a 45-acre campus in central Austin. Programs
offered at TSBVI include the following:
K-12 Program: TSBVI provides full-time comprehensive programs during the regular school
year to students who are unable to receive an appropriate public education from the local school
district. Districts refer students for placement to acquire a student-specific set of skills that, once
learned, will allow the student to return to education in the home community. At TSBVI,
students receive intensive instruction in all areas of the curriculum including braille reading and
writing, orientation and mobility, assistive technology, career education, social skills,
occupational and physical therapy, speech therapy, daily living skills training and many other
disability-specific skill areas. TSBVI is the only placement in the State where all educational
staff are specially trained and certified to teach students with visual impairments and all
residential staff receive ongoing training in teaching independent living skills, including personal
hygiene, dressing, grooming, and home care.
Post-Secondary Program: This program, offered in partnership with the Texas Workforce
Commission – Division of Blind Services, provides training for students who are legally blind and
have a regular State Board of Education high school diploma or GED. Students seeking this
post-secondary experience are in need of remedial academic, independent living and workrelated skills training. The program cultivates the skills, attitudes and opportunities necessary to
meet the demands of competitive employment and adult living.
Short-Term Summer Programs: Summer programs are designed to serve students who are
not full-time students at TSBVI during the regular school year. In addition to core curriculum
classes, they emphasize those vision related skills from the Expanded Core Curriculum for
Students with Visual Impairments that may be challenging for districts to teach during the school
year. Students are served through five different summer programs: Elementary Summer
Enrichment, Secondary Enrichment, Practical Experiences in Expanded Core, Summer Work
Experiences in Austin Texas (SWEAT) and Working and Living in the Community (WALIC).
Instruction focuses on:
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Applying academic skills within functional, real-life situations such as independent living
or having a job;
Improving skills of independent living such as personal care, home care, money
management, travel, responsibility and organization, and working well with others;
Learning skills related to recreational activities and the creative arts;
Participating in recreational/leisure activities on campus and in the community; and
Enhancing one’s sense of confidence and well-being, self-knowledge, and self-advocacy
that can come from being away from home on one’s own, as well as from interacting with
other successful visually impaired students and adults.

Short-term Programs During the Regular School Year: Short-term Programs provided
during the regular school year were initiated in 2000 in response to local districts’ requests for
assistance with the unique needs of students who are academically successful and on grade
level, but need to learn special adaptive skills in order to access the statewide curriculum.
TSBVI offers brief, intensive classes, from three to five days in length, in areas such as adaptive
technology, math tools and strategies, tactile graphs and maps, etc. In addition to working on
the objectives for which they were referred, students receive informal instruction and supported
practice in other aspects of the Expanded Core Curriculum (ECC) for Students with Visual
Impairments. This includes access skills related to independent living, travel, recreation and
leisure, social interactions, and self-determination -- in the company of visually impaired peers
who are also practicing these skills. Instruction begins when students wake up (they help
prepare breakfast before going to class) and ends at bedtime (with after-school activities such
as domestic and personal care, food preparation, community access, organization and
responsibility, homework, self-knowledge and self-advocacy). Participants also meet other
students and adults with visual impairments, which is often the significant ingredient contributing
to a change of attitude that can impact the rest of their education and life. In addition to classes
offered on the TSBVI campus, Short-term Programs offers direct online instruction to students
enrolled in Individualized Instruction in a variety of technology and math topics. Online
asynchronous classes are also offered that are self-paced and can be taken at a time that is
convenient to the student and their teacher via Google Classroom.
Outreach Programs: TSBVI’s Outreach Programs offer a wide range of services to families,
school districts, regional education service centers (ESCs), and other agencies throughout the
state serving students with visual impairments and/or DeafBlindness including those with
additional disabilities. These outreach programs are the most comprehensive in the country and
include:
 Developing and providing local, regional, and statewide training for parents,
paraprofessionals and professionals;
 Providing consultation to educational teams regarding individual student programs;
 Developing and disseminating original reference materials;
 Providing information related to adapted materials, current research, technology
resources, and teaching, assessment, and transition of students with visual
impairments;
 Managing a loan program for assistive technology;
 Facilitating recruitment of new VI professionals and supporting teacher preparation
programs;
 Implementing a federally funded DeafBlind technical assistance grant;
 Conducting a mentorship program for new VI professionals;
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 Coordinating with the Education Service Center VI network to ensure accurate
registration of students with visual impairments and distribution of adapted materials
available through a Federal Quota account from the American Printing House for the
Blind.
Curriculum Development and Web Site: The Curriculum Department at Texas School for the
Blind and Visually Impaired develops curriculum written by teachers and other certified
professionals serving blind and visually impaired students in all curricular approaches.
Curriculum and resource guides are peer-reviewed, published and sold world-wide to assist the
TVI (Teacher of the Visually Impaired), the classroom teacher, orientation and mobility specialist
and family in areas of the Expanded Core Curriculum including independent living, career
education, technology, braille instruction, orientation and mobility, and low vision. Each
curriculum guide contains assessment and instructional methodology. A total of 3,700
publications were sold in fiscal year 2019 both nationally and worldwide.
The School hosts a web site www.tsbvi.edu that is recognized throughout the world for content
addressing visual impairment and the education of blind and visually impaired students. The
entire website is accessible to blind and visually impaired persons and is one of the primary
locations for information on visual impairment in Spanish. Along with American Printing House
for the Blind, TSBVI.edu is the highest ranked resource for persons seeking information on
topics related to visual impairments. In the 2018-2019 school year, the site had nearly 1.5
million page views, averaging 15,000 active users each week. Users are primarily from the
United States (61%), and Google Analytics reports that the site has visits from every country on
Earth; the bulk of our US traffic comes from Texas (25.24% of site visits), followed by California
(7.63%), New York (6.89%), Florida (5.73%), and Illinois (3.24%), and every other US state and
territory comprising the remaining US site traffic. Within Texas, site visits from every statistical
region have increased over the last year.

 TSBVI’S COMMITMENT TO CUSTOMER SERVICE
TSBVI has surveyed its customers regarding their satisfaction with student progress and with
school services for many years. In 2000, TSBVI formalized its customer services principles into
our Compact with Texans that can be found on the School’s web site.

COMPACT WITH TEXANS

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES OFFERED:
Texas School for the Blind and Visually Impaired (TSBVI) provides, upon request of a
local educational agency, a free, appropriate public education for visually impaired
children and youth, including those with additional disabilities, when an educational
program is needed that is appropriate to their current unique needs.
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The School conducts supplemental programs, such as short-term and summer
programs, based upon the recommendations from sources throughout the State
regarding the nature of those programs and students to be served.
TSBVI provides statewide services to parents of students with visual impairments;
school districts; regional education service centers; and other agencies including
providing training; consultation and technical assistance; and develops and
disseminates reference materials; including materials in the areas of curriculum,
instructional methodology, and educational technology.
The School provides information related to library resources, adapted materials, current
research, technology resources, and teaching, assessment, and transition of students
with visual impairments.
TSBVI operates programs for lending educational and technological materials to school
districts and regional education service centers.
The Outreach Program facilitates the preparation of teachers for visually impaired
students by providing assistance to colleges and universities as well as alternative
teacher preparation programs.
TSBVI cooperates with public and private agencies and organizations serving students
and other persons with visual impairments in the planning, development, and
implementation of effective educational and rehabilitative service delivery systems.
WHO ARE OUR CUSTOMERS?
The Texas School for the Blind and Visually Impaired defines its customers as Local
Education Agencies (LEAs), parents and guardians, students with visual impairments,
and Education Service Centers (ESCs) from throughout the state of Texas. Each of
these populations has a unique relationship with TSBVI, but, in considering our compact
with our customers, we find that all groups have common rights. To all of our
customers, we pledge our services as follows:
You have the following rights:










mutual planning with TSBVI to assure the development of programs at TSBVI that
are responsive to individual student needs.
a clear description of services offered by TSBVI.
prompt response to requests for service or information.
timeliness in the referral process for regular year programs:
- response to inquiry within 3 business days.
- completed LEA application for admission to placement decision within 30 days.
- notification regarding TSBVI decision on placement within 5 days of decision.
being a partner in program planning for individual students.
an individually designed curriculum for every student that addresses assessed
needs.
flexibility to adjust services to meet the individual needs of all customers.
residential facilities for students that are safe, healthy, and home-like.
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a well-kept, attractive and accessible campus that provides an environment that
promotes learning.
the participation of TSBVI staff in district-led meetings to develop each student’s
IEP.
visiting TSBVI at mutually convenient times.
participation in all transition plans and actions.
assistance from TSBVI in transition back to local schools.
the availability of consultation on all visually impaired students attending local
schools.
receive written reports of students’ progress on a timely basis at the end of each
reporting period.
receive notice of and provide written consent for evaluation of your child.
provide feedback and suggestions for improvement concerning the School and its
services through written surveys.
prompt and equitable resolution of complaints in accordance with TSBVI policies.
prompt and thorough investigation and resolution of allegations of student abuse,
neglect or exploitation.
an environment in which dignity is honored, diversity is celebrated, and self-esteem
is strengthened.

For Information About TSBVI Programs and Services:
The School is located in central Austin at 1100 W. 45th Street. You may contact the
School by calling (512) 454-8631, by fax at (512) 206-9453 or toll-free at 1-800-TSBKARE. Information on TSBVI programs, services and staff may be found at the
School’s Web site: www.tsbvi.edu.
Information on referrals and admission to Comprehensive Programs instructional and
residential programs and services may also be obtained by calling the School’s
Admissions Director, Catherine Olsen, at (512) 206-9182.
Information on admission to the School’s Short-Term Programs during the regular
school year and to Summer Programs may be obtained by calling Sara Merritt, ShortTerm Programs Principal, at (512)206-9176.
Information on Outreach programs throughout the State may be obtained by calling
Kate Borg, Outreach Director, at (512) 206-9242.

To Express Concerns About TSBVI Programs or Services, You May Contact
TSBVI’s Customer Service Representative in the Superintendent’s Office:
Susan Houghtling, Director of Planning and Evaluation
(512) 206-9233 (office)
(512) 206-9453 (fax)
susanhoughtling@tsbvi.edu
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 DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION-GATHERING METHODS TO
MEASURE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION - SURVEY DESCRIPTIONS BELOW
INCLUDE SURVEY QUESTIONS ASKED IN ADDITION TO THE STATUTORY QUESTIONS
REQUIRED OF ALL STATE AGENCIES

 Regular School Year Survey – This survey instrument is mailed to (1) parents of students
who are enrolled in Comprehensive Programs at the beginning of each school year, (2) to the
local districts referring those students to TSBVI and (3) to those students in middle school or
high school programs who are capable of completing the survey. Surveys are mailed in the
spring and consist of a rating scale on which respondents indicate their degree of satisfaction
with the student’s progress in specific skill areas. Other questions measure satisfaction with
participation in decisions regarding the student’s educational services and placement, and
whether modifications and other requirements of the student’s IEP are being implemented in
his/her classes.
Surveys are returned to TSBVI generally in the spring and summer and data are compiled
during the summer months to be reported in the Annual Performance Report for the Legislative
Budget Board following the fourth quarter of the fiscal year. In the 2018-19 school year
survey,77 students were included from a total of 149 students enrolled in Comprehensive
Programs. Of those receiving surveys, 47 local school districts (33%), 30 parents (21%), and 46
of the 77 students (60%) who received surveys responded.
 Transitioned Student Survey – This survey is mailed to parents and to the local districts of
students who, over a one-year period, transitioned from TSBVI back to a local district in Texas
through a planned transition. If no response is received from the paper survey, calls are made
to parents and local school district representatives to complete the survey. Respondents are
asked to rate their satisfaction with (1) TSBVI’s help with identifying adaptations and
modifications needed in order for the student to return to local school district, (2) skills the
student learned in order to return to the local district, (3) assistance given local district staff in
order to teach the returning student, (4) the degree to which TSBVI addressed the student’s
reason for referral to the School, and (5) whether follow-up services are needed by TSBVI’s
Outreach Department.
The number of surveys mailed out each year is low. In the 2018-2019 school year, surveys
were mailed out for 24 students who had planned transitions in the third quarter of the 20172018 school year or the first and second quarters of the 2018-2019 school year. Of these 24
transitioned students, 19 local school districts (79%) and 18 parents (75%) responded to the
paper or telephone survey.
 Summer Short-Term Program Survey – A survey is mailed each August to parents whose
children were enrolled in the programs to measure satisfaction with students’ experiences
during TSBVI’s summer programs. Beginning with the summer 2007 programs, parents had the
option to complete an online survey instead. Teachers of visually impaired students who
attended summer programs receive an email asking them to complete an online survey. The
survey consists of a rating instrument on which respondents rate their satisfaction with
improvement in specific skills areas and overall satisfaction with the summer school learning
experience. Respondents are also asked to state whether the summer school application was
easy to complete and whether communications with staff were helpful and satisfactory. A
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comment section is provided to make suggestions for changes and to provide any other
comments or explanations.
Surveys are generally returned in the fall and data is reported in the Annual Performance Report
for the Legislative Budget Board after the fourth quarter of the fiscal year. Of the 315 students
who attended the summer programs in 2018, 6 (2%) of their local district personnel and 15 (5%)
of their parents responded to the survey.
 Graduate Survey – The graduate survey is conducted through phone interviews for students
who graduated from TSBVI in the previous five years before the year of graduation. The
student, parents, or other caretakers are asked to provide information about the graduate’s
current living conditions, including housing, employment, enrollment in post-secondary
education or training, volunteer work, and other activities in the community. Respondents are
asked for comments on how well TSBVI prepared the student for the life he or she is living, and
for any other comments related to the School’s past services to the student. In the survey
conducted in the summer of 2019, of the 104 individuals whom the School attempted to contact,
72 graduates, parents, and/or caregivers were interviewed (69% response rate).
 School-Year Short-Term Program Survey – Surveys are mailed to parents who also have
the option of completing the survey online. Teachers of visually impaired students who attended
a Short-Term Program class receive an electronic notification asking them to complete an online
survey. Local school districts, parents, and students are asked to indicate their satisfaction with
the instructional experience, to rate TSBVI’s efforts to assist the child with homework, and how
beneficial the learning obtained at TSBVI was to continued learning in the local district, among
other questions. Individual oral interviews are conducted with a sample of middle and high
school students at the end of selected programs. Students are asked to rate how much they
learned, the quality of after-school dorm programs, any suggestions for changes, and the impact
of missing classes in their local school. Of the 275 students who attended the 2018-2019 shortterm programs, 5% (14) of their local school district personnel, 10% (28) of their parents, and 31
(11%) of all students participated in the survey process.
 Outreach Conference, Workshop or Webinar Survey – A survey is distributed to all
participants at the conclusion of the workshops or conferences presented or sponsored by
Outreach staff. Webinar participants complete online surveys. Participants are asked to rate
their acquisition of new knowledge and skills as a result of the training sessions, satisfaction
with the workshop, conference or webinar, and other questions that vary depending upon the
specific presentation. Of the 8,489 participants attending Outreach conferences and workshops
or participating in webinars in 2018-2019, approximately 1132 surveys were returned that
addressed the performance measures in TSBVI’s Agency Strategic Plan or other statutorily
required performance measures, a 13% response rate.
 Outreach School Consultation Survey – The school consultation survey is emailed to
school districts after the School’s Outreach staff provide consultation on an individual student at
a local school district in Texas. Respondents are asked to rate their satisfaction with their
acquisition of knowledge and skills, the effectiveness of TSBVI in addressing the reason for the
consultation, to state whether there has been a positive change for the student, staff or family as
a result of the consultation, and level of confidence that suggestions made can be applied by
local district staff. Of the 118 school consultations conducted by Outreach staff in 2018-2019,
132 surveys were returned. Surveys are often completed by multiple staff who work with an
individual student.
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Percent of Customer Satisfaction with Statutory
Customer Service Quality Elements in 2018-2019
• Classroom Safety, Attractiveness, Accessibility:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% satisfied or above, 91.56% very satisfied or outstanding
Dorm Safety, Attractiveness, Accessibility:
100% satisfied or above, 87.80% very satisfied or outstanding
Staff Knowledge, Professionalism, Courtesy:
99.30% satisfied or above, 96.70% very satisfied or outstanding
Timeliness of Receipt of Student Information:
100% satisfied or above, 93.60% very satisfied or outstanding
Quality of Student Information:
100% satisfied or above, 94.38% very satisfied or outstanding
Timeliness of Receipt of School Program Information:
98.72% satisfied or above, 88.46% very satisfied or outstanding
Quality of School Program Information:
97.85% satisfied or above, 88.17% very satisfied or outstanding
Quality of Internet Site:
99.71% satisfied or above, 92.14% very satisfied or outstanding
Timeliness and Handling of Complaints:
82.98% satisfied or above, 63.38% very satisfied or outstanding
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 ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS REGARDING SURVEYS
TSBVI has been assessing customer satisfaction for many years in the areas of student
progress, student experiences, and programs and services, including statewide Outreach
services. TSBVI uses a scale from 1-5 that is correlated with the following ratings:






1 = Outstanding
2 = Very satisfactory
3 = Satisfactory
4 = Unsatisfactory
5 = Very Unsatisfactory

Generally, the rate of satisfaction has been very high, resulting in the Legislative Budget Board
recommending that, for most of the surveys, the School report the percent of customers who
rate the School’s services or students’ progress or experiences as “very satisfactory” or
outstanding rather than the lower standard of “satisfactory” or above.
TSBVI has performed extremely well in the agency’s nine outcome measures that are related to
the seven statutorily required customer service quality elements developed for all state agencies
(i.e., facilities, staff, communications, Internet sites, complaint-handling processes, service
timelines, and printed information). In fiscal year 2019, customers were most pleased (99% or
higher satisfied, very satisfied or outstanding ratings) with TSBVI’s classrooms, student
residences, staff, the quality of information received about students, the timeliness of
information received about students, and the quality of the School’s website.
Rated slightly lower but still at 98.72% and 97.85% respectively, were satisfaction with the
timeliness of information regarding the School’s programs and services and the quality of that
information. The majority of customers (82.98%) who made complaints to TSBVI were satisfied,
very satisfied or considered outstanding the handling of their complaints.
When considering the higher standard of customers rating quality of each of the areas as very
satisfied or outstanding, as has been the case for many years at TSBVI, staff knowledge,
courtesy and professionalism was the area rated highest by 96.70% of customers.
The School uses the results of the surveys to engage in continuous improvement of services
provided to students enrolled on the campus who are blind, visually impaired, or DeafBlind.
TSBVI also uses this feedback to focus on improving services to parents of children with visual
impairments and the professionals and paraprofessionals who serve them throughout the State
of Texas.
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 CUSTOMER-RELATED MEASURES – STATUTORILY REQUIRED
Performance Measure
(Statewide Standard Measures)
Percent of TSBVI customers rating as
satisfactory or above the safety,
attractiveness, accessibility, and how well
classrooms are equipped to promote
learning
Percent of TSBVI customers rating as
satisfactory or above the safety,
attractiveness, accessibility, and
furnishings of the dormitories to promote
learning
Percent of TSBVI customers rating as
satisfactory or above the knowledge,
professionalism, and courteousness of
TSBVI staff
Percent of TSBVI customers rating as
satisfactory or above the timeliness of
receipt of student information
Percent of TSBVI customers rating as
satisfactory or above the quality of student
information
Percent of TSBVI customers rating as
satisfactory or above the timeliness of
receipt of information about the School’s
programs and services
Percent of TSBVI customers rating as
satisfactory or above the quality of
information about the School’s programs
and services
Percent of TSBVI customers rating as
satisfactory or above the information
found in TSBVI’s internet site
Percent of TSBVI complainants rating as
satisfactory or above the timeliness and
handling of their complaint

Performance
in FY 2015

Performance
in FY 2017

Performance
in FY 2019

Projected
Performance
FY 2020

99.4%

100%

100%

99%

99.7%

100%

100%

99%

99.6%

99.8%

99.30%

99%

100%

98.5%

100%

99%

97.3%

100%

100%

99%

100%

97%

98.72%

99%

99%

98.5%

97.85%

99%

99.7%

99.8%

99.57%

99%

92.7%

80%

80.33

90%
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 CUSTOMER-RELATED MEASURES – AGENCY STRATEGIC PLAN
In the four customer service outcome measures from the School’s Agency Strategic Plan for
fiscal years 2019-2023, the School met or exceeded all four of its projections for FY 2019:
 Parent, local school district and student satisfaction with progress in 10 major
instructional areas in Comprehensive Programs
 Parent, professional, and paraprofessional satisfaction with improvement in knowledge
and skills as a result of Outreach products or services
 Parent, professional and paraprofessional satisfaction with Outreach Program school
consultations or workshops
 Agreement that there was a positive change for the student, staff or family as a result of
an Outreach school consultation.
Additional Surveys of Customer Satisfaction: TSBVI also surveys customer satisfaction for its
school-year Short-Term Programs and summer programs. The School continues to receive
high ratings of satisfaction for these programs as well.
Outcome Measure
(Agency-Specific Measures)
Percent of Major Instructional Areas of
Comprehensive Programs in which Students’
Progress was Rated as Satisfactory or Above
by at Least 90% of LEAs, Parents and
Students
Percent of Families, Professionals, and
Paraprofessionals Rating as Very
Satisfactory or Outstanding the Improvement
in their Knowledge and Skills as a Result of
the Services or Products Received from
TSBVI
Percent of Families, Professionals, and
Paraprofessionals Rating as Very
Satisfactory or Outstanding the Effectiveness
of the School Consultation or Workshop
Percent of Families, Professionals and
Paraprofessionals Agreeing that there was a
Positive Change for the Student, Staff or
Family as a Result of the School Consultation

Additional Surveys
of Customer Satisfaction
Percent of Responding LEAs, Parents, and
Students Rating the Students’ Experiences in
the Short-term Programs as Very Satisfactory
or Outstanding
Percent of Students Whose Responding
Local School Districts and Parents Rated
their Learning Experience at Summer School
as Very Satisfactory or Outstanding

Performance
in FY 2017

Performance
in FY 2018

Performance
in FY 2019

Projected
Performance
FY 2020

100%

100%

100%

100%

91.3%

90.4%

94.2%

85%

92.9%

92.2%

94.4%

85%

100%

100%

100%

90%

Performance
in FY 2017

Performance
in FY 2018

Performance
in FY 2019

Projected
Performance
FY 2020

95.1%

100%

98.6%

90%

96.4%

91.7%

95.2%

90%
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COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM TSBVI’S CUSTOMERS
COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAMS SURVEY RESPONSES
FROM PARENTS, LOCAL DISTRICTS AND STUDENTS
We have seen much growth in Jewelia since attending TSBVI. The staff has helped her mature with her
condition and be comfortable with it. She had major growth academically as well. Keep up the good
work!
Attending Beauty and Beast and graduation this year was humbling. The achievement of the students
with challenges they face testifies to the gift TSBVI offers and gives them.
Matthew has made significant progress in a very short period (2018-2019). The TSBVI team have been
outstanding in all aspects. The family is very appreciative of services provided and the care and respect
given to Matthew. Thank you so much.
We are extremely pleased with TSBVI. This is Jarred’s last year, and it has been absolutely perfect.
Jarred is independent, confident and happy. He has had so many opportunities to expand his
knowledge and independent travel. This year at TSBVI has been the perfect end to Jarred’s schooling.
You have prepared him very well for adult life. His dad and I will forever be grateful!!!
TSBVI is a wonderful place. We are blessed that Audrey is able to attend there. She is very happy.
Audrey says, “That is where she belongs.”
Our daughter has grown a great deal while at TSBVI and I have been pleased with the services she
receives. Overall, TSBVI has been amazing!
We are very satisfied with the progress Damien has made during this school year. We just regret that we
weren’t able to get him enrolled earlier. We hope to have a great and successful next year. Please let
us know how we can be of more help and thank you all so much.
He is thriving beyond what we could have ever hoped for! Thank you so very very much!!!
Love the school, the staff. Everyone is so great to my child and helpful.
TSBVI has been a God send for our family and I credit the school with summer and new school year
programs with Terrence’s exponential growth in the areas of independence, daily living skills, and
vocational/post-secondary development and support. We would love to pay it forward to TSBVI and
assist any way possible.
I’m highly satisfied with the education and daily living skill my daughter learned while attending TSBVI.
This is one of the places my daughter has been happiest.
I believe we made a great choice in sending my grandson to TSBVI. He has learned so much and has
become independent. Thank you personnel of TSBVI.
Notice lots of growth over last year. David built lots of confidence and self-identity. Love open door
policy. Communication was excellent too. My ideas and concerns are always taken seriously and
respectfully. Everyone is so knowledgeable and understood David so well.
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Christopher has had such a positive experience with the EXIT program. The progress he has made
since being in the program is astonishingly great all around. His quality of independence improved
greatly, most especially in his independent living skills. I feel 2 years was the perfect amount of time to
prepare him for living as independently as possible. Thanks so much to TSBVI for helping our son
become confident in his independent living skills.
I’ve been working with staff at TSBVI for years. I’ve always found the staff collaborative and reasonable.
Overall, I’ve been pleased with the services provided to our students. The staff has always been
professional and cooperative.
Thank you for everything you do for our VI students. I have seen positive changes with my student
(Jackie) at home and at school. She really has enjoyed her stay at TSBVI.
Mariana is in great hands. Like the idea that she is with other students who have a visual impairment
and receiving more consistent and daily instruction with tactile symbols throughout her curriculum.
Trey has benefitted greatly from his time at TSBVI. Back when we made the referral after his 7th grade
year, we hoped that he would reach this level of communication. Trey interacts with adults with a great
deal more patience for his signing partners. He is participating in more recreation and leisure activities.
But most importantly, Trey’s family has expressed their appreciation for the interaction they have had
over the years with TSBVI staff. The teaming together has been amazing.
TSBVI has been a life changing experience for Tre. He is more confident and seems to be thriving at
TSBVI.
Frisco ISD has been extremely impressed with Sai’s progress at TSBVI, especially in terms of
completing routines, following a schedule/calendar and socially interacting. His participation in the
community has been an experience that he has grown in as well.
The growth Ethan has experienced with y’all is amazing. The level of training and support he staff have
is fantastic. Thank you.
Great team effort by staff. I was pleased to know the depth of care and understanding all people took for
him. The Spanish-led meetings each month were amazing and moved home, school and community
together along one path. Love his school 18+ teacher and paraprofessionals!!
The staff is very knowledgeable and I believe the programming to be outstanding.
I really, really, really, really love this school and I hope to come back.
This school is really amazing!
I love the way the teachers teach us things. I can just say it was a great experience for me to be at
TSBVI. I get a lot of skills that are going to help me in future life. Thanks for teaching me so many great
skills.
I’ve enjoyed my time here and liked participating in athletics and the South Central Association of
Schools for the Blind events. I’m ready to go to college and further my education. Thank you for
everything you do!
What I like about TSBVI is all of the sweet teachers who I love! They helped me become more
independent! They taught me new strategies and packing groceries and the last thing is guided me to a
happier moment in my life.
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SCHOOL YEAR SHORT-TERM PROGRAM SURVEY RESPONSES
FROM PARENTS, LOCAL DISTRICTS AND STUDENTS
He comes home and speaks about the program highly. He always will show me what he has learned at
TSBVI. I really appreciate all the help the teachers and staff are giving to David. Thank you for what the
teachers are doing for David. I have no words to describe it! TSBVI is a great place to send my child.
My child had a wonderful time during her stay and I felt like she was in good hands leaving her there.
We love TSBVI.
I feel so blessed and grateful that Olivia is able to take part in such an amazing program. Her selfconfidence and independence has increased so much. She has such a fantastic time that she does not
want to leave to come home. She is super excited to share with me all of her experiences she had. She
was also eager to show her teachers the work she brought home, and they were eager to see everything
she did while she was away at TSBVI. Staff all go above and beyond to teach Olivia and to enhance and
expand her world, and she always walks away with so much more knowledge and skills than she went
there with.
Kayla loves the short term programs and looks forward to attending more. I would like to thank everyone
from TSBVI for allowing my daughter the opportunities she has had to attend your school and for the
friendliness of the staff.
Very Informative and grateful the program exists! The dorms were clean, comfortable and allowed
students to work together in family type environment. Staff provided so much useful information and
everyone was so nice! The program was awesome! Please continue to provide this service!
The first thing James said was, "I want to come back next year!" All staff were courteous and helpful to
me. James said everyone was nice to him. Thanks for making his experience fun and educational!
Thanks for everything you do!!!
Kylie comes home with more self-confidence, lots of information to teach us and is looking forward to
going again. Very clean dorms and super amazingly sweet staff! From phone calls, emails and in
person everyone is helpful, takes time to listen and talked to Kylie in a manner she could understand
easily and answer confidently.
We have worked for the past 5 years with your individualized instructional program and are very pleased
with the results. Every year presents a new challenge in technology, which the STP teacher has handled
with complete competence. We are hoping this service will continue for the next school year.
Everyone is so helpful and knowledgeable. My child loves your program. Thank you for doing what you
do and being so obviously passionate about it.
My student returned with more self-confidence and independent living skills. This is a great program for
students and I am so thankful that my student was able to participate in it. Thank you all so much for
helping her grow and to become more independent and believe in herself. The staff are the best of the
best in this field. They make everyone feel welcome and they are very easy to talk to.

Nakelvin has been able to attend 2 classes and he absolutely loved both experiences! His teachers feel
that he has grown from his experiences as well. Since we live in a small rural area it is very nice for
Nakelvin to make new friends that face similar challenges in school. Everyone I have spoken with has
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been very professional, polite, and very enjoyable to work with. I am very thankful that our student has
had the opportunity to experience TSBVI Short Term programs!
So glad my student was able to participate in this program. He has been talking about it since last year.
He was very pleased and happy he was able to attend. I have been on campus and TSBVI offers the
best of everything for students attending. Love the staff at TSBVI! Always very knowledgeable and
helpful. Thank you for making my student's experience a very positive one.
The short term program provided my student with the extra support that he needed as a student with a
visual impairment. On my visit to the campus, the classrooms were easy to get too, accommodated the
students, and provided the tools/materials/equipment needed for learning/instruction. Staff are always
open to questions and are accessible. The report gave me information that I could use to help the
student in his home district/school/classroom.
I learned a lot of stuff I didn’t know about, especially keyboard commands. The staff is super great and
everyone is looking out for you and is really nice. You have all these friends. I like the class the way it
is. It's a great class. I could take it a hundred times over.
I learned a lot about what I need to do to get ready for college. The biggest take away was hearing from
other visually impaired students who are attending. I have also almost completed my college application.
The dorm staff were great. It was a great sense of belonging being around other kids like me. I am the
only visually impaired student at my school.
This week I learned everything we need to know about life after high school - Criss Cole Rehab. Center,
EXIT program, what things we need to start thinking about for college. We visited a few colleges. We
learned about self-advocacy. When I came to this program I knew I wanted to go to college, but now I
have a more developed plan and know what I need to do to carry out the plan I have.
The dorm was amazing. The staff are great, I've had them for years. We had some fun activities. I
made friends. I learned some great math skills, going off campus for activities and friends old and new.
I learned stuff I've never known about before, all these different commands. How to interact with people a
little bit better and in ways I never thought of before. The environment and the attitude of the dorm staff
was tremendous.
I learned how to use JAWS key commands and other things I learned a lot. I learned how to cook on the
stove including meat for tacos. I just love it here! I love hanging out with friends and I feel more included
and not so isolated like at my school.
I learned quite a lot about the MacBook, different commands with voiceover, keynote, navigate.
Everything I learned is beneficial. In this class, I learned a lot about something I can use almost every
day, everywhere for a long time.
I learned how voting in important, how the legislative process does its work and how the government
wishes to support people with disabilities. We did a lot fun stuff and the staff were nice and helpful. This
is my first time but I plan to come back.
This week I learned how to think independently and advocate for myself. It allows you to influence your
community. It helps what issues are important to you. This was the best program I've ever attended at
TSBVI. I always love the dorm staff!
I learned more about how state government works and about politics in general. I like that we got to
have a voice and talk about our issues with senators and representatives and hopefully make a
difference.
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SUMMER PROGRAM SURVEY RESPONSES
FROM PARENTS AND LOCAL DISTRICTS
Summer programs are excellent! Parker has attended twice and has enjoyed every moment of camp.
Everyone we've encountered has been warm and friendly.
The website and VI teacher were very helpful. Staff were great - they were helpful from the moment we
arrived to when we left. Madison looks forward to it every year. Everyone is so nice and welcoming. We
appreciate you all taking the one to work with Madison each summer. It’s a great camp to help the
children become more independent. Madison looks forward to it each summer and to gain some
independence.
I am very much satisfied with summer programs. My son learned a lot with this program. I am very
thankful that such programs exist for people with special needs like him. The programs are outstanding.
I hope the programs will continue for years to come and reach more kids with special needs because it’s
such an amazing thing to help these people out. We weren’t worried at all after taking our son to the
dorms knowing that he will be there for two weeks because we know that he is in a safe place. Staff
were very much professional, polite and answer all our questions promptly.
My son enjoyed this learning experience so much. He was given an opportunity to do something that he
cannot have done anywhere else. Looking at the activities that they did this past summer brings joy to
our hearts. I have seen him grow. We are looking forward to the next summer camp.
Joshua had a wonderful experience and was ready to come back as soon as we left! The schedule was
good, length was good, activities good.
This was a wonderful learning experience for Pilar. Just outstanding, overall. We wouldn’t change a
thing. Looking forward to this program next summer.
The teacher and staff were responsive and informed, very polite and professional. Keep up the great
work!
Thank you so much for the educational and social support you provide all your students! My child cannot
wait to visit TSBVI again. Thank you to all the staff for ensure our child's safety and comfort. Very
professional and attentive staff all around! Thank you for your wonderful programs! More short-term
programs would be amazing! Thank you so much for the educational and social support you provide all
your students! My child cannot wait to visit TSBVI again. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
Staff where very nice and explain everything I needed to know about the everyday activities.
The program increased my daughter's confidence at home and at school. Staff are very compassionate,
friendly, enthusiastic and so much FUN!! She always excels and exceeds our expectations because she
not only shows her improvement of independence at home but also in school. She so much enjoys
being with people who understand her. I cannot express enough how important these programs are for
my child. I see her blossom every year. Please, let’s keep these programs because it is so beneficially
to everyone!! Go Wildcats!!
Very happy with my son’s experience. I would like for my son to be able to go next year.
The report was thorough and detailed. I appreciate the time that was spent providing excellent
information about my student's progress. Please continue providing this opportunity for my student(s).
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Their observations about my student were insightful and it is obvious that they made the most of their
instructional time.
I did not have a chance to see the classrooms in person; however, my student's feedback was
exceedingly positive. Please continue to provide the excellent programs that have been available for the
past two years.
Very pleased with the learning opportunities, loved the Disney theme and especially the adapting to the
environment activity by creating a mason jar aquarium. Excited that Faith had an opportunity to do yoga
and all the other movement activities. The "process art" was a unique art experience that was new to her
and me. Staff was very helpful. Very detailed and helpful report. I will incorporate some of your
activities into my teaching routine. Support and learning recommendations are very helpful. I loved the
pictures. Could tell that Faith was having a great time. Faith was not ready to return home which says a
lot about her learning experience. So happy with all of her learning activities.
Conner loves variety. You provided an abundance of that and in different media. He had a good
combination of independent and group assignments that practiced his social skills and ability to work on
his own. The variety of areas addressed in the Expanded Core Curriculum was impressive and gave
Conner guided practice in a few areas that he really needed.
I have visited TSBVI on a school day and had the opportunity to sit in a variety of classrooms. They
were organized, functional, and supported the needs of the students both academically and physically.
Each staff member I've worked with displayed extensive knowledge in their area, professional practices,
patience, courtesy, and always had the student's individual best interest as their priority. My student has
grown in many ways by traveling to Austin and participating in a more independent learning environment.
I am thrilled that TSBVI offers such a quality set of programs for my student that are organized with rich
content and taught by a group of greatly talented and caring staff/teachers. Thank you for what you all
do!
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OUTREACH PROGRAM SURVEY RESPONSES
FROM PARENTS AND LOCAL DISTRICTS
Outreach Conferences, Workshops and Webinars
As always, being blind the access to this evaluation is exceptional. I really enjoyed the venders,
speakers’ knowledge of information throughout the presentations, the panel and just the opportunity to
attend. This was a more accessible venue for me to travel to being Blind and from East Texas. Thank
you so much for having this event.
This was the most beneficial seminar I have attended in years! The apps and ideas were great!
This type of all-day training will benefit the students we serve in so many practical ways. Evaluation,
training, and documentation help was provided.
As usual, an awesome symposium and so much information that I can use in my classroom. It is also
great to just be able to visit with other teachers for information and ideas to apply in my classroom.
Hopefully see you in two years again!!
Enjoyed the demonstration of DB touch language in addition to signing. All panels gave excellent
information for families and teachers of the DeafBlind.
EXCELLENT SYMPOSIUM. KEEP MAKING MAGIC!
Great Event! Each session was very informative and engaging. Loved the speakers!
I am a first time attendee at a DeafBlindness conference and the information presented greatly increased
my ability to provide services to children with Deaf Blindness and to their families.
I think this was one of the best Deafblind symposiums I have attended. Great Job by everyone. Thanks
for your hard work.
Want to thank you for putting on such an amazing program. This was my first time attending the
symposium and I was blown away! I appreciate all the hard work and effort put in to make the 2019
DeafBlind Symposium a success. I believe it will resonate with all in attendance.
One of the best conferences that I have attended in a long time. EVERY SESSION was engaging and
relevant, I wish I could have attended all the breakout sessions! Thank you!
Texas' DeafBllind Symposium continues to be a conference of the highest quality, dense with useful and
pertinent information concerning the world of DeafBlindness and the most current trends data.
The conference was well organized and engaging. The worst part was trying to pick between all the
great concurrent sessions. You all did an amazing job. I left with new ideas and inspiration. Thank
you!!!!
This is an amazing conference and gift to the DeafBlind community! Thank you for sharing it with the
nation!
This is one of the best and informative conferences I have been to in the last few years! Thank you for
all of your efforts and hard work! I can't wait until the next Symposium!
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This was an amazingly helpful symposium. I gained new information that I immediately applied to my
interactions with my DeafBlind daughter. I met so many supportive people and felt inspired and uplifted
by this community. Thank you to TSBVI for creating such a wonderful opportunity. I especially enjoyed
the sessions on transition to adult life and communication in older students.
This was my first experience at a Symposium for individuals who are DB and it was one of the best
training experiences I have attended in my career
Really fantastic information to be used as tools when advocating for individuals who are building
communication. Favorite breakout session!
So great to learn we are not alone in our new journey. So much helpful information I will take back to my
family for my own children.
Truthfully, I did not know what to expect and function; (being that it was my first time attending a
symposium and recently being diagnosed with spinal stenosis). But when I walked away with a better
understanding and view on how to connect on a greater level with my son; it was a struggle...but fighting
through the pain and meds, was well worth it. Not only that but to see the passion, love & drive that goes
into those Gems was simple amazing! I thank y'all for allowing others to see& understand the
importance of it all. I thank each and every one of you!
I would like to share the recorded version of this webinar with OTs especially! I look forward to having
access to it any time, any place. Thank you!
I find these webinars informative. The TVI and I have been trying to incorporate the ideas we've learned
into our lessons with the infants with additional disabilities.
These last two webinars have been very helpful. Your task analysis of early developmental skills has
really helped me understand what to look for as I work with students.
This is my 2nd year attending the Routines webinar and I'm so excited to continue learning and building
the routines with my students!
I love seeing live examples of routines - you can learn so much from seeing real-life situations and
reactions that can't be anticipated in a book.
He was amazing. Wish we could get him to come to our Tech Olympics next year.
Very informative and hands on, real-time useful information. Loved hearing about the progress of
another CVI child and his mother on their journey!
Nice work on creating a new book with great information!
Excellent way to see various classes and share ideas with my protege. I appreciate the time the
teachers took to let the mentor team come in.
All of the instructors, teachers and therapists were very professional, kind, respectful, and they were very
helpful during observations of their classes and therapy sessions to make sure we were able to see what
was going on and resources they were using with each student or student group. All of the teachers
were amazing! I just wish we had more time with them :)
I am grateful for the opportunity to learn more about my profession at TSBVI!
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Mentor Center is a great opportunity for new VIs to see the best of the best in action. It also gives a
fresh reminder to the seasonal VI Professionals of how great our field is and the work we do.
Thank you for all the knowledge and wisdom shared. I feel more knowledgeable and capable of
performing duties required of my role as a TVI.
Thank you so much for opening up your classrooms to allow me to learn more and grow as a
professional. I really appreciate it!
I really loved this training! I hope that I will be able to implement the strategies effectively and
successfully! I loved that it empowered me as a trainer first, then gave me strategies on how to move
forward. It also gave me some valuable resources!!!
The presenters are AMAZING!!! They are fun, extremely knowledgeable, and so kind in their approach!
Amazing workshop, one of the best I’ve ever been to. The presenters were very knowledgeable and
very welcoming. I left feeling much more confident about working with my deaf blind student.
Each and every one of the presenters were so knowledgeable and engaging. Information was presented
in an easy format - wasn't too overwhelming. I really enjoyed the discussions the presenters encouraged
with the group as well, as well as the breakout sessions.
This is one of the best trainings I have received since I have been a teacher!
This was such a great "hands on" training for my staff. It gave them many different strategies to use
when working with their deafblind students. I always learn something new when I attend trainings at
TSBVI. I also enjoyed being with my team so we can learn more together! Thank you!
It was a tremendous honor to learn from your wisdom one more time! You have shaped the way I
interact with everyone, including individuals who are DeafBlind! Thank you for your generous sharing
and teaching through the years!
This is my first time attending the conference. I was blown away by the professionalism, content quality,
and organization of the event.
As always, that was an incredible week of instruction. I feel so lucky that I live so close to TSBVI and
that I have programs like this and the Braille Reading course available to me. Thank you for the great
week - I learned a ton, and will be taking this knowledge to my home district and spreading it to my
coworkers. Appreciate everything you guys do for us.
Oh, my goodness! I have gained so much information relevant to the profession from this training. I
cannot compliment Sue and the TSBVI team enough for all that they shared this last week.
Thank you for everyone's hard work and dedication in presenting a very good, well organized and highly
informed workshop.
School Consultations
I am a TVI in Sweetwater where I have worked all of my 16 years in this field. I have worked with many
of the staff in outreach and in short term programs and other programs at TSB during these 16
years. The teachers working for Outreach are superb, all the teachers there now and the ones I have
been fortunate to work with in the past included. I have benefited as a teacher and the students they
have helped me with, certainly have benefited. These teachers have been my mentors, my sounding
boards, and hopefully my friends. I would not be the teacher I am today without their advice and input.
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Currently they are giving wonderful suggestions for two of my students and I can see the progress. I feel
that any TVI that doesn't reach out is missing an opportunity to learn from the best.
Thank you for all the information and training you have provided.
Great to share our experiences but great to hear your experience with other children with similar needs.
I was very pleased with the visit. The knowledge shared was incredible. I am very appreciative.
Very thorough report. Very detailed and specific for the student.
This was a great experience! I wish it was mandatory for VI students to have you all come out! Thank
you!!
Thank you so much! The presentation and information was extremely helpful!
Thank you for supporting us as we support our student. Your knowledge and ability to share has been a
gift!
Thank you for coming ASAP to see our student. You both were so wonderful with the student and so
helpful to staff.
Thank you! Great consultative visit!! Thanks for the suggestions and plan.
Thank you for coming! We very much appreciate your time and support!
It was a great meeting with staff, parent and student! Very helpful!
Outreach staff were awesome and super helpful, full of information and easy to work with! Can’t say
enough great things! Thank you!
Excellent! We thank you for your support and focused support on our student. The suggestions have
generated movement towards adjustments to this program and placement options.
Outreach staff were very professional, knowledgeable and helpful. Texas is so lucky to have TSBVI
Outreach available to our VI students. I have more information and confidence in my ability to provide
services to the student thanks to their modeling and coaching.
The visit from the TSBVI team was very informative. They built a great partnership with the family and
school.
Thank you for your commitment to the blind and visually impaired of Texas and especially our son!
I am so impressed with this team. Mr. Tabb is so perceptive, Ms. Lavigne has a very compassionate
approach and I have enjoyed community with Ms. Simpson. All three are very resourceful and
professional. I wish I had a fraction of the patience they possess.
TSBVI is always so helpful! Give the staff many strategies. This was a very helpful visit as the staff was
needing specific strategies for a student who is blind and with autism. Great job! (As always)
Great, knowledgeable staff. Personable, caring and I love the practical, meaningful, and functional
approach! Thanks for coming.
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